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Technical Appendix A: Methodology
Data for this study come from four separate surveys of undergraduate students at four US Universities:
Brandeis University (Brandeis), The University of Pennsylvania (Penn), Harvard University (Harvard) and
the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor (Michigan). The Brandeis and Penn surveys were conducted in the
spring of 2016, the Harvard survey was conducted in the fall of 2016, and the Michigan survey was
conducted in the spring of 2017. All four surveys were conducted using similar, but not identical,
methodologies. This appendix describes the methodology of all four surveys.

Sampling
The Brandeis, Penn and Michigan surveys employed simple random samples of undergraduates ages 18
or older, drawn from the school’s own list of undergraduates. Sample sizes ranged from 1,744 at
Brandeis, to 2,500 at Penn, and 3,000 at Michigan.
For the Brandeis and Penn surveys, CMJS researchers were provided with a list of undergraduate names
and emails from which the samples were drawn. Surveys were then administered via CMJS’s own Survey
Management System. For the Michigan survey, a random sample of undergraduates was drawn by the
University’s own “targeted communication” system, which was also used to distribute the surveys (see
“Survey Administration” below).
Because a list of Harvard University (Harvard) undergraduate emails addresses could not be obtained for
use as a sampling frame, an open access link to the survey was distributed to 4,495 Harvard
sophomores, juniors, and seniors via email by Harvard “house fellows” to students in their dorms. After
freshman year, Harvard undergraduates are assigned to housing randomly so that each house is
effectively a representative sample of the diversity of the non-freshman student body. The study
included students who lived in the following undergraduate houses: Adams, Cabot, Currier, Dunster,
Eliot, Kirkland, Leverett, Lowell, Mather, Pforzheimer, and Quincy. Students in freshman housing, in
Winthrop house, and those living off campus were excluded.

Survey Administration
The survey was conducted online using the Limesurvey platform (version 2.05), and respondents were
sent email invitations and reminders with a link to the survey. Dates for invitations, reminders, and the
closing of the survey period are listed in Table A1.
Table A1. Survey administration

Invitation
Reminder 1
Reminder 2
Survey closed

Brandeis
University
01/28/2016
02/01/2016
02/05/2016
02/15/2016

University of
Pennsylvania
04/21/2016
04/25/2016
04/28/2016
05/09/2016

Harvard
University
11/18/2016
11/28/2016
12/05/2016
12/12/2016

University of Michigan –
Ann Arbor
03/27/2017
04/04/2017
04/13/2017
04/21/2017

At Brandeis, Penn, and Michigan students were sent email invitations to complete the survey online,
using a unique URL and were informed that they would receive a $10 Amazon.com gift card as an
incentive upon completion of the full survey. All invitations and reminder emails for the Michigan survey
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were sent via the school’s “Targeted Communication” system, rather than CMJS’s own Survey
Management System, which was used to distribute emails and reminders for Brandeis and Penn.
Harvard students were sent an open-access (i.e. non-unique) link to the survey via their “house-fellows.”
In order to ensure that respondents were in-frame, and to prevent repeat participation, respondents
were required to give their unique “@harvard.edu” undergraduate email address at the conclusion of
the survey before receiving their incentive, and for their data to be included.
At Brandeis and Penn students were given the opportunity to opt-out of receiving a gift card; a small
number did so (4 at Brandeis and 2 at Penn). The Harvard and Michigan surveys did not have the option
to decline a gift card.

Dispositions and Response Rates
During the course of the study, some individuals were found to be ineligible, because they were not
undergraduate students at the universities at the time of the survey, and were consequently dropped
from the sample. Table A2 reports the disposition of respondents and response rates for the surveys by
university. Individuals who had completed at least the Religion and Ethnicity section of the survey were
considered “partials” if they did not complete the remainder of the survey. Individuals who dropped out
of the survey prior to the Religion and Ethnicity section were considered “break-offs.”
Table A2. Final dispositions and response rates

Initial Sample
Ineligible
Eligible Sample
Complete
Partial
Break-off
Refusal
Not Complete
AAPOR RR 2

Brandeis
University
1,735
1
1,734
960
39
36
15
699
57.6%

University of
Pennsylvania
2,500
8
2,492
1,079
34
19
22
1,338
44.7%

Harvard
University
4,495
2
4,493
984
9
0
NA†
276
22.1%

University of Michigan
– Ann Arbor
3,000
0
3,000
1,120
60
32
NA†
1,788
39.3%

† Refusal information for the Harvard and Michigan surveys are unavailable due to the fact that these surveys did not use the
standard CMJS respondent management system.

Weighting
For each school, weights were calculated to adjust for differences between the characteristics of
respondents and known characteristics of the population. Population data were obtained from the
undergraduate email lists provided to CMJS (for Brandeis and Penn), which often included auxiliary
information on population members, University provided marginals (for Michigan) or publically available
demographics on undergraduates (Harvard). The weighting factors used for each survey are detailed in
Table A3.
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Table A3. Weights
Brandeis
University
Gender
International Student status
Class Year
White Domestic Student vs all others
International Student * Class Year
School Within University

X

University of
Pennsylvania

Harvard
University

X

X
X
X
X

University of
Michigan – Ann
Arbor
X

X
X

Weights were applied to all analyses. Weighted analyses were conducted using the “svy” suite of
commands in Stata, and confidence intervals and Chi square tests produced for such analyses account
for the sampling characteristics of the data.
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Technical Appendix B: Tables
Table B1: Experienced different form of discrimination because of religion. Jewish students only.
Weighted one-way tables of frequencies with 95 percent confidence intervals.
Michigan
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,134

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
1,134
= 2,966.7677
=
124
= 329.778154
=
1,133

-------------------------------------------------------------Have experienced
|
harassment on soc media
|
due to religion
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0. 0 |
.9114
.8459
.9507
1. 1 |
.0886
.0493
.1541
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,134

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
1,134
= 2,966.7677
=
124
= 329.778154
=
1,133

-------------------------------------------------------------Have experienced
|
harassment in person due |
to religion
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0. 0 |
.8897
.8184
.9352
1. 1 |
.1103
.0648
.1816
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
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Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,134

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
1,134
= 2,966.7677
=
124
= 329.778154
=
1,133

-------------------------------------------------------------Have experienced physical |
attack due to religion
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0. 0 |
1
1. 1 |
0
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
Table contains a zero in the marginals.
Statistics cannot be computed.
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,134

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
1,134
= 2,966.7677
=
124
= 329.778154
=
1,133

-------------------------------------------------------------Have had views/concerns
|
ignored by instructor due |
to religion
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0. 0 |
.9673
.915
.9879
1. 1 |
.0327
.0121
.085
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
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Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,134

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
1,134
= 2,966.7677
=
124
= 329.778154
=
1,133

-------------------------------------------------------------Have been asked to offer |
perspective of your
|
religion
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0. 0 |
.8446
.7698
.8983
1. 1 |
.1554
.1017
.2302
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,134

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
1,134
= 2,966.7677
=
124
= 329.778154
=
1,133

-------------------------------------------------------------Have had hostile
|
reactions to your
|
classroom contributions
|
based on religion
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0. 0 |
.951
.894
.9781
1. 1 |
.049
.0219
.106
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
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Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,134

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
1,134
= 2,966.7677
=
124
= 329.778154
=
1,133

-------------------------------------------------------------Have been excluded from a |
group project based on
|
religion
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0. 0 |
1
1. 1 |
0
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
Table contains a zero in the marginals.
Statistics cannot be computed.
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,134

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
1,134
= 2,966.7677
=
124
= 329.778154
=
1,133

-------------------------------------------------------------Have been the objects of |
jokes or teasing based on |
religion
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0. 0 |
.8543
.7774
.9078
1. 1 |
.1457
.0922
.2226
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
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Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,134

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
1,134
= 2,966.7677
=
124
= 329.778154
=
1,133

-------------------------------------------------------------Have had concerns ignored |
by campus admin based on |
religion
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0. 0 |
.951
.894
.9781
1. 1 |
.049
.0219
.106
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,134

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
1,134
= 2,966.7677
=
124
= 329.778154
=
1,133

-------------------------------------------------------------Have felt unwelcome in a |
campus org. based on
|
religion
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0. 0 |
.94
.8834
.9701
1. 1 |
.06
.0299
.1166
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
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Harvard
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
981

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
981
= 5,077.7885
=
114
= 726.514495
=
980

-------------------------------------------------------------Have you experienced
|
social media harrassment: |
based on religion?
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0. Not selected |
.9759
.9085
.994
1. Yes |
.0241
.006
.0915
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
981

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
981
= 5,077.7885
=
114
= 726.514495
=
980

-------------------------------------------------------------Have you experienced
|
in-person harrassment:
|
based on religion?
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0. Not selected |
.9359
.8669
.9704
1. Yes |
.0641
.0296
.1331
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
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Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
981

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
981
= 5,077.7885
=
114
= 726.514495
=
980

-------------------------------------------------------------Have you experienced
|
physical attack: based on |
religion?
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0. Not selected |
1
1. Yes |
0
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
Table contains a zero in the marginals.
Statistics cannot be computed.
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
981

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
981
= 5,077.7885
=
114
= 726.514495
=
980

-------------------------------------------------------------Have your views been
|
dismissed by instructor: |
based on religion?
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0. Not selected |
.9743
.9171
.9924
1. Yes |
.0257
.0076
.0829
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
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Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
981

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
981
= 5,077.7885
=
114
= 726.514495
=
980

-------------------------------------------------------------Have you been asked to
|
offer perspective of
|
identity group: based on |
religion?
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0. Not selected |
.8069
.7209
.8711
1. Yes |
.1931
.1289
.2791
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
981

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
981
= 5,077.7885
=
114
= 726.514495
=
980

-------------------------------------------------------------Have your class
|
contributions been
|
perceived w hostility:
|
based on religion?
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0. Not selected |
.9385
.8732
.9713
1. Yes |
.0615
.0287
.1268
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
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Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
981

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
981
= 5,077.7885
=
114
= 726.514495
=
980

-------------------------------------------------------------Have you been excluded
|
from a group project:
|
based on religion
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0. Not selected |
1
1. Yes |
0
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
Table contains a zero in the marginals.
Statistics cannot be computed.
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
981

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
981
= 5,077.7885
=
114
= 726.514495
=
980

-------------------------------------------------------------Have you experienced
|
being the object of jokes |
or teasing: based on
|
religion?
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0. Not selected |
.8371
.7509
.8976
1. Yes |
.1629
.1024
.2491
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
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Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
981

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
981
= 5,077.7885
=
114
= 726.514495
=
980

-------------------------------------------------------------Have your concerns been
|
dismissed by campus
|
admin: based on religion? | proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0. Not selected |
.9433
.881
.9739
1. Yes |
.0567
.0261
.119
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
981

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
981
= 5,077.7885
=
114
= 726.514495
=
980

-------------------------------------------------------------Have you felt unwelcome
|
in a campus organization: |
based on religion?
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0. Not selected |
.9395
.8749
.9718
1. Yes |
.0605
.0282
.1251
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
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Penn
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,066

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
1,066
= 9,508.5477
=
167
= 1,439.9565
=
1,065

-------------------------------------------------------------Have experienced
|
harassment on soc media
|
due to religion
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0. 0 |
.9383
.8883
.9668
1. 1 |
.0617
.0332
.1117
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,066

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
1,066
= 9,508.5477
=
167
= 1,439.9565
=
1,065

-------------------------------------------------------------Have experienced
|
harassment in person due |
to religion
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0. 0 |
.8964
.839
.935
1. 1 |
.1036
.065
.161
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
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Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,066

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
1,066
= 9,508.5477
=
167
= 1,439.9565
=
1,065

-------------------------------------------------------------Have experienced physical |
attack due to religion
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0. 0 |
.9933
.9542
.9991
1. 1 |
.0067
9.3e-04
.0458
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,066

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
1,066
= 9,508.5477
=
167
= 1,439.9565
=
1,065

-------------------------------------------------------------Have had views/concerns
|
ignored by instructor due |
to religion
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0. 0 |
.9342
.884
.9636
1. 1 |
.0658
.0364
.116
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
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Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,066

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
1,066
= 9,508.5477
=
167
= 1,439.9565
=
1,065

-------------------------------------------------------------Have been asked to offer |
perspective of your
|
religion
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0. 0 |
.7988
.7295
.854
1. 1 |
.2012
.146
.2705
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,066

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
1,066
= 9,508.5477
=
167
= 1,439.9565
=
1,065

-------------------------------------------------------------Have had hostile
|
reactions to your
|
classroom contributions
|
based on religion
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0. 0 |
.9619
.9214
.9819
1. 1 |
.0381
.0181
.0786
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
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Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,066

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
1,066
= 9,508.5477
=
167
= 1,439.9565
=
1,065

-------------------------------------------------------------Have been excluded from a |
group project based on
|
religion
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0. 0 |
.9933
.9542
.9991
1. 1 |
.0067
9.3e-04
.0458
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,066

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
1,066
= 9,508.5477
=
167
= 1,439.9565
=
1,065

-------------------------------------------------------------Have been the objects of |
jokes or teasing based on |
religion
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0. 0 |
.792
.7222
.8479
1. 1 |
.208
.1521
.2778
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
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Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,066

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
1,066
= 9,508.5477
=
167
= 1,439.9565
=
1,065

-------------------------------------------------------------Have had concerns ignored |
by campus admin based on |
religion
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0. 0 |
.9561
.9102
.9791
1. 1 |
.0439
.0209
.0898
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,066

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
1,066
= 9,508.5477
=
167
= 1,439.9565
=
1,065

-------------------------------------------------------------Have felt unwelcome in a |
campus org. based on
|
religion
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0. 0 |
.933
.8849
.9619
1. 1 |
.067
.0381
.1151
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
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Brandeis
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
952

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
952
= 3,482.6475
=
355
= 1,239.2179
=
951

-------------------------------------------------------------[insult or harassment on |
social media] [religion] |
since coming to brandeis, |
have
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0 |
.9445
.9154
.964
1 |
.0555
.036
.0846
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
952

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
952
= 3,482.6475
=
355
= 1,239.2179
=
951

-------------------------------------------------------------[insult or harassment in |
person] [religion] since |
coming to brandeis, have |
you p
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0 |
.9583
.9318
.9747
1 |
.0417
.0253
.0682
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
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Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
952

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
952
= 3,482.6475
=
355
= 1,239.2179
=
951

-------------------------------------------------------------[physical attack]
|
[religion] since coming
|
to brandeis, have you
|
personally exper
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0 |
.9971
.9796
.9996
1 |
.0029
4.1e-04
.0204
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
952

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
952
= 3,482.6475
=
355
= 1,239.2179
=
951

-------------------------------------------------------------[having your views or
|
concerns dismissed or
|
ignored by an instructor] |
[religion]
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0 |
.9644
.9395
.9792
1 |
.0356
.0208
.0605
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)

21
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
952

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
952
= 3,482.6475
=
355
= 1,239.2179
=
951

-------------------------------------------------------------[being asked in class to |
offer the perspective of |
your
|
religious/ethnic/racial g | proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0 |
.8495
.8077
.8836
1 |
.1505
.1164
.1923
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
952

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
952
= 3,482.6475
=
355
= 1,239.2179
=
951

-------------------------------------------------------------[hostile reactions from
|
students to your
|
contribution to classroom |
discussion] [
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0 |
.9806
.9597
.9907
1 |
.0194
.0093
.0403
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)

22
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
952

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
952
= 3,482.6475
=
355
= 1,239.2179
=
951

-------------------------------------------------------------[being excluded from
|
participating in a group |
project] [religion] since |
coming t
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0 |
.9914
.9736
.9972
1 |
.0086
.0028
.0264
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
952

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
952
= 3,482.6475
=
355
= 1,239.2179
=
951

-------------------------------------------------------------[being the object of
|
jokes or teasing]
|
[religion] since coming
|
to brandeis, have
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0 |
.935
.9039
.9565
1 |
.065
.0435
.0961
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)

23
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
952

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
952
= 3,482.6475
=
355
= 1,239.2179
=
951

-------------------------------------------------------------[having your concerns
|
dismissed or ignored by
|
campus administration]
|
[religion]
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0 |
.9863
.9673
.9943
1 |
.0137
.0057
.0327
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
952

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
952
= 3,482.6475
=
355
= 1,239.2179
=
951

-------------------------------------------------------------[feeling unwelcome in a
|
campus organization]
|
[religion] since coming
|
to brandeis
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0 |
.9306
.8992
.9528
1 |
.0694
.0472
.1008
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion

Table B2 Experienced different form of discrimination because of race/ethnicity or religion. Jewish
students only. Weighted one-way tables of frequencies with 95 percent confidence intervals.

24
Michigan
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,134

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
1,134
= 2,966.7677
=
124
= 329.778154
=
1,133

-------------------------------------------------------------microagsocmedracerel | proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0 |
.8951
.8264
.9386
1 |
.1049
.0614
.1736
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,134

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
1,134
= 2,966.7677
=
124
= 329.778154
=
1,133

-------------------------------------------------------------microaginsultracerel | proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0 |
.8543
.7774
.9078
1 |
.1457
.0922
.2226
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)

25
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,134

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
1,134
= 2,966.7677
=
124
= 329.778154
=
1,133

-------------------------------------------------------------microagattackracerel | proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0 |
1
1 |
0
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
Table contains a zero in the marginals.
Statistics cannot be computed.
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,134

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
1,134
= 2,966.7677
=
124
= 329.778154
=
1,133

-------------------------------------------------------------microagignoreracerel | proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0 |
.9346
.8735
.9673
1 |
.0654
.0327
.1265
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)

26
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,134

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
1,134
= 2,966.7677
=
124
= 329.778154
=
1,133

-------------------------------------------------------------microagtokenracerel | proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0 |
.8256
.7478
.8831
1 |
.1744
.1169
.2522
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,134

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
1,134
= 2,966.7677
=
124
= 329.778154
=
1,133

-------------------------------------------------------------microagcldiscracerel | proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0 |
.9414
.8812
.9721
1 |
.0586
.0279
.1188
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)

27
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,134

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
1,134
= 2,966.7677
=
124
= 329.778154
=
1,133

-------------------------------------------------------------microaggrpprjracerel | proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0 |
1
1 |
0
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
Table contains a zero in the marginals.
Statistics cannot be computed.
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,134

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
1,134
= 2,966.7677
=
124
= 329.778154
=
1,133

-------------------------------------------------------------microagjokesracerel | proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0 |
.8285
.7484
.8869
1 |
.1715
.1131
.2516
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)

28
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,134

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
1,134
= 2,966.7677
=
124
= 329.778154
=
1,133

-------------------------------------------------------------microagadminracerel | proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0 |
.951
.894
.9781
1 |
.049
.0219
.106
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,134

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
1,134
= 2,966.7677
=
124
= 329.778154
=
1,133

-------------------------------------------------------------microagunwlcracerel | proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0 |
.9305
.8705
.9638
1 |
.0695
.0362
.1295
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion

29
Harvard
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
981

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
981
= 5,077.7885
=
114
= 726.514495
=
980

-------------------------------------------------------------microagsocmedracerel | proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0 |
.9673
.9023
.9896
1 |
.0327
.0104
.0977
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
981

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
981
= 5,077.7885
=
114
= 726.514495
=
980

-------------------------------------------------------------microaginsultracerel | proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0 |
.9102
.8323
.9539
1 |
.0898
.0461
.1677
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)

30
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
981

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
981
= 5,077.7885
=
114
= 726.514495
=
980

-------------------------------------------------------------microagattackracerel | proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0 |
1
1 |
0
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
Table contains a zero in the marginals.
Statistics cannot be computed.
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
981

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
981
= 5,077.7885
=
114
= 726.514495
=
980

-------------------------------------------------------------microagignoreracerel | proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0 |
.9484
.8773
.9793
1 |
.0516
.0207
.1227
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)

31
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
981

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
981
= 5,077.7885
=
114
= 726.514495
=
980

-------------------------------------------------------------microagtokenracerel | proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0 |
.7983
.7116
.8639
1 |
.2017
.1361
.2884
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
981

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
981
= 5,077.7885
=
114
= 726.514495
=
980

-------------------------------------------------------------microagcldiscracerel | proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0 |
.923
.8556
.9605
1 |
.077
.0395
.1444
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)

32
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
981

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
981
= 5,077.7885
=
114
= 726.514495
=
980

-------------------------------------------------------------microaggrpprjracerel | proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0 |
1
1 |
0
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
Table contains a zero in the marginals.
Statistics cannot be computed.
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
981

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
981
= 5,077.7885
=
114
= 726.514495
=
980

-------------------------------------------------------------microagjokesracerel | proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0 |
.8104
.7213
.876
1 |
.1896
.124
.2787
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)

33
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
981

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
981
= 5,077.7885
=
114
= 726.514495
=
980

-------------------------------------------------------------microagadminracerel | proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0 |
.9359
.8726
.9689
1 |
.0641
.0311
.1274
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
981

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
981
= 5,077.7885
=
114
= 726.514495
=
980

-------------------------------------------------------------microagunwlcracerel | proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0 |
.8584
.7774
.9132
1 |
.1416
.0868
.2226
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion

34
Penn
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,066

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
1,066
= 9,508.5477
=
167
= 1,439.9565
=
1,065

-------------------------------------------------------------microagsocmedracerel | proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0 |
.9321
.8808
.9623
1 |
.0679
.0377
.1192
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,066

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
1,066
= 9,508.5477
=
167
= 1,439.9565
=
1,065

-------------------------------------------------------------microaginsultracerel | proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0 |
.8792
.8195
.9211
1 |
.1208
.0789
.1805
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)

35
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,066

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
1,066
= 9,508.5477
=
167
= 1,439.9565
=
1,065

-------------------------------------------------------------microagattackracerel | proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0 |
.9933
.9542
.9991
1 |
.0067
9.3e-04
.0458
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,066

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
1,066
= 9,508.5477
=
167
= 1,439.9565
=
1,065

-------------------------------------------------------------microagignoreracerel | proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0 |
.9278
.8761
.9589
1 |
.0722
.0411
.1239
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,066

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
1,066
= 9,508.5477
=
167
= 1,439.9565
=
1,065

-------------------------------------------------------------microagtokenracerel | proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0 |
.775
.7039
.8331
1 |
.225
.1669
.2961
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)

36
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,066

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
1,066
= 9,508.5477
=
167
= 1,439.9565
=
1,065

-------------------------------------------------------------microagcldiscracerel | proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0 |
.9557
.9131
.9779
1 |
.0443
.0221
.0869
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,066

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
1,066
= 9,508.5477
=
167
= 1,439.9565
=
1,065

-------------------------------------------------------------microaggrpprjracerel | proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0 |
.9933
.9542
.9991
1 |
.0067
9.3e-04
.0458
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,066

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
1,066
= 9,508.5477
=
167
= 1,439.9565
=
1,065

-------------------------------------------------------------microagjokesracerel | proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0 |
.76
.6878
.8199
1 |
.24
.1801
.3122
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)

37
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,066

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
1,066
= 9,508.5477
=
167
= 1,439.9565
=
1,065

-------------------------------------------------------------microagadminracerel | proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0 |
.9499
.9025
.9749
1 |
.0501
.0251
.0975
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,066

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
1,066
= 9,508.5477
=
167
= 1,439.9565
=
1,065

-------------------------------------------------------------microagunwlcracerel | proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0 |
.9042
.8504
.94
1 |
.0958
.06
.1496
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion

38
Brandeis
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
952

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
952
= 3,482.6475
=
355
= 1,239.2179
=
951

-------------------------------------------------------------microagsocmedracerel | proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0 |
.9242
.8916
.9476
1 |
.0758
.0524
.1084
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
952

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
952
= 3,482.6475
=
355
= 1,239.2179
=
951

-------------------------------------------------------------microaginsultracerel | proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0 |
.9387
.9068
.9601
1 |
.0613
.0399
.0932
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)

39
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
952

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
952
= 3,482.6475
=
355
= 1,239.2179
=
951

-------------------------------------------------------------microagattackracerel | proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0 |
.9971
.9796
.9996
1 |
.0029
4.1e-04
.0204
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
952

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
952
= 3,482.6475
=
355
= 1,239.2179
=
951

-------------------------------------------------------------microagignoreracerel | proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0 |
.9531
.9237
.9716
1 |
.0469
.0284
.0763
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
952

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
952
= 3,482.6475
=
355
= 1,239.2179
=
951

-------------------------------------------------------------microagtokenracerel | proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0 |
.8178
.7729
.8554
1 |
.1822
.1446
.2271
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)

40
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
952

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
952
= 3,482.6475
=
355
= 1,239.2179
=
951

-------------------------------------------------------------microagcldiscracerel | proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0 |
.9584
.932
.9748
1 |
.0416
.0252
.068
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
952

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
952
= 3,482.6475
=
355
= 1,239.2179
=
951

-------------------------------------------------------------microaggrpprjracerel | proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0 |
.9859
.9666
.9942
1 |
.0141
.0058
.0334
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
952

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
952
= 3,482.6475
=
355
= 1,239.2179
=
951

-------------------------------------------------------------microagjokesracerel | proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0 |
.8923
.8533
.9219
1 |
.1077
.0781
.1467
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)

41
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
952

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
952
= 3,482.6475
=
355
= 1,239.2179
=
951

-------------------------------------------------------------microagadminracerel | proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0 |
.9726
.9498
.9853
1 |
.0274
.0147
.0502
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
952

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
952
= 3,482.6475
=
355
= 1,239.2179
=
951

-------------------------------------------------------------microagunwlcracerel | proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0 |
.8981
.8623
.9254
1 |
.1019
.0746
.1377
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion

Table B3: Heard different antisemitic remarks since coming to school. Jewish students only. Weighted
one-way tables of frequencies with 95 percent confidence intervals.

42
Michigan
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,130

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
1,130
= 2,955.9864
=
120
= 318.996855
=
1,129

-------------------------------------------------------------At Michigan, have you
|
heard people say Jews
|
have too much power?
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0. Never |
.5127
.4225
.6021
1. Occasionally |
.4267
.3401
.5181
2. Frequently |
.0535
.024
.1148
3. All the time |
.0071
9.9e-04
.0486
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,130

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
1,130
= 2,955.9864
=
120
= 318.996855
=
1,129

-------------------------------------------------------------At Michigan, have you
|
heard people say Jews
|
exploit Holocaust
|
victimhood?
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0. Never |
.7422
.6554
.8135
1. Occasionally |
.2197
.1534
.3044
2. Frequently |
.0381
.0157
.0892
3. All the time |
0
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
Table contains a zero in the marginals.
Statistics cannot be computed.
(running tabulate on estimation sample)

43
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,130

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
1,130
= 2,955.9864
=
120
= 318.996855
=
1,129

-------------------------------------------------------------At Michigan, have you
|
heard people deny the
|
Holocaust?
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0. Never |
.7731
.6904
.8388
1. Occasionally |
.203
.1408
.2835
2. Frequently |
.0169
.0041
.0663
3. All the time |
.0071
9.9e-04
.0486
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,130

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
1,130
= 2,955.9864
=
120
= 318.996855
=
1,129

-------------------------------------------------------------At Michigan, have you
|
heard people say Israel
|
behaves like Nazis?
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0. Never |
.5437
.4527
.6319
1. Occasionally |
.3619
.2797
.4531
2. Frequently |
.0845
.0457
.1511
3. All the time |
.0098
.0014
.0666
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)

44
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,130

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
1,130
= 2,955.9864
=
120
= 318.996855
=
1,129

-------------------------------------------------------------At Michigan, have you
|
heard people say Jews
|
can't be Americans?
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0. Never |
.938
.8796
.969
1. Occasionally |
.062
.031
.1204
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,130

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
1,130
= 2,955.9864
=
120
= 318.996855
=
1,129

-------------------------------------------------------------At Michigan, have you
|
heard people say Jews are |
diff. from other
|
Americans?
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0. Never |
.8
.7175
.863
1. Occasionally |
.1831
.1229
.2639
2. Frequently |
.0098
.0014
.0666
3. All the time |
.0071
9.9e-04
.0486
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)

45
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,130

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
1,130
= 2,955.9864
=
120
= 318.996855
=
1,129

-------------------------------------------------------------At Michigan, have you
|
heard people say Jews are |
more loyal to Israel?
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0. Never |
.7675
.6835
.8346
1. Occasionally |
.1916
.1309
.2718
2. Frequently |
.0338
.0126
.0878
3. All the time |
.0071
9.9e-04
.0486
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion

Harvard
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
979

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
979
= 5,066.4937
=
112
= 715.219723
=
978

-------------------------------------------------------------Have you heard anyone
|
say: Jews have too much
|
power in America?
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0. Never |
.6763
.5799
.7597
1. Occasionally |
.2855
.2068
.3798
2. Frequently |
.0252
.0077
.0788
3. All the time |
.013
.0018
.0868
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)

46
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
980

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
980
= 5,072.4163
=
113
= 721.142318
=
979

-------------------------------------------------------------Have you heard anyone
|
say: Jews exploit
|
Holocaust victimhood?
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0. Never |
.834
.7535
.892
1. Occasionally |
.1365
.0853
.2113
2. Frequently |
.0165
.0041
.064
3. All the time |
.0129
.0018
.0862
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
979

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
979
= 5,069.0057
=
112
= 717.731685
=
978

-------------------------------------------------------------Have you heard anyone
|
say: the Holocaust is a
|
myth or is exaggerated?
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0. Never |
.949
.8807
.9791
1. Occasionally |
.038
.0139
.0993
3. All the time |
.013
.0018
.0865
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)

47
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
980

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
980
= 5,072.4163
=
113
= 721.142318
=
979

-------------------------------------------------------------Have you heard anyone
|
say: Israelis behave like |
Nazis toward
|
Palestinians?
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0. Never |
.6432
.5465
.7295
1. Occasionally |
.2841
.206
.3776
2. Frequently |
.0598
.0282
.1225
3. All the time |
.0129
.0018
.0862
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
979

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
979
= 5,067.2215
=
112
= 715.947497
=
978

-------------------------------------------------------------Have you heard anyone
|
say: Jews can't integrate |
into American society?
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0. Never |
.9293
.8613
.9653
1. Occasionally |
.0577
.027
.119
2. Frequently |
.013
.0018
.0867
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)

48
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
980

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
980
= 5,072.4163
=
113
= 721.142318
=
979

-------------------------------------------------------------Have you heard anyone
|
say: the interests of
|
Jews are diff from other |
Americans?
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0. Never |
.8558
.7733
.9116
1. Occasionally |
.1313
.0789
.2105
3. All the time |
.0129
.0018
.0862
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
980

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
980
= 5,072.4163
=
113
= 721.142318
=
979

-------------------------------------------------------------Have you heard anyone
|
say: Jews are more loyal |
to Israel than to
|
America?
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0. Never |
.8529
.7723
.9084
1. Occasionally |
.1004
.0584
.1674
2. Frequently |
.0337
.0106
.1021
3. All the time |
.0129
.0018
.0862
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion

49
Penn
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,066

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
1,066
= 9,508.5477
=
167
= 1,439.9565
=
1,065

-------------------------------------------------------------At Penn, have you heard
|
people say Jews have too |
much power?
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------1. never |
.4946
.4184
.571
2. occasionally |
.3829
.3112
.4602
3. frequently |
.1163
.0742
.1776
4. all the time |
.0062
8.7e-04
.0426
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,066

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
1,066
= 9,508.5477
=
167
= 1,439.9565
=
1,065

-------------------------------------------------------------At Penn, have you heard
|
people say Jews exploit
|
the Holocaust?
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------1. never |
.8192
.7532
.8706
2. occasionally |
.1629
.1142
.2271
3. frequently |
.0179
.0057
.0543
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)

50
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,065

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
1,065
= 9,495.907
=
166
= 1,427.3158
=
1,064

-------------------------------------------------------------At Penn, have you heard
|
people deny the
|
Holocaust?
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------1. never |
.8803
.8206
.922
2. occasionally |
.1135
.0731
.1722
3. frequently |
.0062
8.7e-04
.043
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,064

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
1,064
= 9,487.531
=
165
= 1,418.9398
=
1,063

-------------------------------------------------------------At Penn, have you heard
|
people say Israel behaves |
like Nazis?
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------1. never |
.5694
.4917
.6438
2. occasionally |
.351
.2812
.4279
3. frequently |
.0679
.0376
.1195
4. all the time |
.0116
.0029
.0456
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)

51
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,064

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
1,064
= 9,487.0099
=
165
= 1,418.4188
=
1,063

-------------------------------------------------------------At Penn, have you heard
|
people say Jews can't be |
Americans?
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------1. never |
.9092
.8538
.9449
2. occasionally |
.0764
.0446
.1281
3. frequently |
.0144
.0036
.0561
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,065

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
1,065
= 9,495.907
=
166
= 1,427.3158
=
1,064

-------------------------------------------------------------At Penn, have you heard
|
people say Jews are diff. |
from other Americans?
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------1. never |
.8403
.7762
.8887
2. occasionally |
.1344
.0904
.1952
3. frequently |
.0191
.0061
.0576
4. all the time |
.0062
8.7e-04
.043
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)

52
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,065

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
1,065
= 9,495.907
=
166
= 1,427.3158
=
1,064

-------------------------------------------------------------At Penn, have you heard
|
people say Jews are more |
loyal to Israel?
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------1. never |
.7607
.6891
.82
2. occasionally |
.2035
.1484
.2724
3. frequently |
.0359
.0161
.0778
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion

Brandeis
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
948

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
948
= 3,468.3721
=
351
= 1,224.9426
=
947

-------------------------------------------------------------[jews have too much power |
in america (economy,
|
politics, media)] since
|
coming to
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------never |
.6197
.5673
.6695
occasionally |
.3263
.2788
.3776
frequently |
.0511
.0324
.0798
all the time |
.0029
4.0e-04
.0202
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)

53
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
948

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
948
= 3,468.3721
=
351
= 1,224.9426
=
947

-------------------------------------------------------------[jews exploit holocaust
|
victimhood for their own |
purposes] since coming to |
brand
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------never |
.7431
.6947
.7862
occasionally |
.2084
.1691
.2541
frequently |
.0368
.0215
.0625
all the time |
.0116
.0044
.0306
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
948

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
948
= 3,468.3721
=
351
= 1,224.9426
=
947

-------------------------------------------------------------[the holocaust is a myth |
or has been exaggerated] |
since coming to brandeis, |
how
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------never |
.9147
.8805
.9398
occasionally |
.0766
.053
.1095
frequently |
.0058
.0015
.023
all the time |
.0029
4.0e-04
.0202
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)

54
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
949

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
949
= 3,471.9009
=
352
= 1,228.4714
=
948

-------------------------------------------------------------[israelis behave "like
|
nazis" towards the
|
palestinians] since
|
coming to brandeis
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------never |
.5964
.5438
.6468
occasionally |
.3341
.2865
.3854
frequently |
.055
.0353
.0846
all the time |
.0145
.0061
.0345
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
948

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
948
= 3,468.3721
=
351
= 1,224.9426
=
947

-------------------------------------------------------------[jews are not capable of |
integrating into american |
society] since coming to |
bran
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------never |
.8942
.8562
.9231
occasionally |
.0999
.0719
.1373
frequently |
.0029
4.1e-04
.0207
all the time |
.0029
4.0e-04
.0202
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)

55
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
947

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
947
= 3,464.8433
=
350
= 1,221.4138
=
946

-------------------------------------------------------------[the interests of jews in |
america are very
|
different from the
|
interests of every
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------never |
.821
.7762
.8585
occasionally |
.1431
.11
.184
frequently |
.033
.0173
.062
all the time |
.0029
4.1e-04
.0203
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
948

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
948
= 3,468.3721
=
351
= 1,224.9426
=
947

-------------------------------------------------------------[jews are more loyal to
|
israel than they are to
|
america] since coming to |
brandei
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------never |
.7001
.6493
.7465
occasionally |
.2347
.1926
.2827
frequently |
.0564
.0361
.0871
all the time |
.0088
.0028
.0269
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion

Table B4: Heard hostile remarks towards Israel. Jewish students only. Weighted one-way tables of
frequencies with 95 percent confidence intervals.

56
Michigan
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,131

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
1,131
= 2,959.1259
=
121
= 322.13639
=
1,130

-------------------------------------------------------------RECODE of hostileisrl | proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------None |
.2538
.1828
.3408
From students only |
.6166
.5252
.7004
From faculty, staff or ad |
.1296
.0793
.2049
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion

Harvard
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
980

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
980
= 5,072.4163
=
113
= 721.142318
=
979

-------------------------------------------------------------RECODE of hostileisr | proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------None |
.3669
.2781
.4657
From students only |
.4926
.3965
.5893
From faculty, staff or ad |
.1404
.0869
.219
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion

57
Penn
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,064

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
1,064
=
9,492.48
=
165
= 1,423.8888
=
1,063

-------------------------------------------------------------Hostile remarks toward Is |
rael
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------1. No |
.3254
.2575
.4015
2. By students only |
.5307
.4534
.6066
3. By faculty or administ |
.1439
.0977
.2069
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion

Brandeis
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
951

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
951
= 3,479.1187
=
354
= 1,235.6891
=
950

-------------------------------------------------------------RECODE of hostileisrl
|
(Heard hostile remarks
|
towards Israel from ...) | proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------None |
.3542
.3059
.4055
From students only |
.5103
.4579
.5625
From faculty, staff or ad |
.1355
.1036
.1755
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion

Table B5: Accused or blamed for Israel’s actions. Jewish students only. Weighted one-way tables of
frequencies with 95 percent confidence intervals.

58
Michigan
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,130

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
1,130
= 2,955.9864
=
120
= 318.996855
=
1,129

-------------------------------------------------------------Do you feel people at
|
Michigan blame you for
|
actions of the Israeli
|
gvt.?
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0. Never |
.8873
.8172
.9327
1. Occasionally |
.1127
.0673
.1828
3. All the time |
0
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion

Harvard
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
980

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
980
= 5,072.4163
=
113
= 721.142318
=
979

-------------------------------------------------------------Do people blame you for
|
anything done by Israeli |
gov't because you are
|
Jewish?
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0. Never |
.8169
.7315
.8796
1. Occasionally |
.1541
.0974
.2352
2. Frequently |
.029
.0091
.0889
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
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Penn
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,065

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
1,065
= 9,495.907
=
166
= 1,427.3158
=
1,064

-------------------------------------------------------------Do you feel people at
|
Penn blame you for
|
actions of the Israeli
|
gvt.?
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------1. never |
.8364
.7708
.886
2. occasionally |
.1372
.0923
.1991
3. frequently |
.0265
.0098
.0692
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion

Brandeis
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
947

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
947
= 3,464.7632
=
350
= 1,221.3337
=
946

-------------------------------------------------------------how often, if at all, do |
you feel that people at
|
brandeis accuse or blame |
you fo
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------never |
.8462
.8044
.8804
occasionally |
.1394
.1069
.1799
frequently |
.0084
.0027
.0259
all the time |
.0059
.0015
.0234
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion

Table B6: “To what extent do you agree or disagree that there is a hostile environment towards Jews at
<school>?” by Jewish status. Weighted two-way tables of frequencies with 95 percent confidence
intervals.
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Michigan
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,070

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
=
=

1,070
2,804.928
1,069

----------------------------------------------------------------------------Agree/disagree: Michigan |
has a hostile env.
|
RECODE of jew5 (Jewish status, 5 category)
towards Jews
|
0
1
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------------1. Strongly disagree |
.2309
.1478
.2215
|
[.2044,.2597]
[.0935,.2259]
[.1969,.2482]
|
2. Disagree |
.4232
.3421
.4139
|
[.3916,.4554]
[.2609,.4337]
[.3843,.4442]
|
3. Somewhat disagree |
.2183
.3057
.2282
|
[.1931,.2457]
[.229,.3948]
[.204,.2544]
|
4. Somewhat agree |
.0949
.1565
.1019
|
[.0778,.1153]
[.1034,.23]
[.0853,.1214]
|
5. Agree |
.0201
.0409
.0224
|
[.0127,.0315]
[.0169,.0956]
[.015,.0334]
|
6. Strongly agree |
.0127
.0071
.012
|
[.0071,.0223] [9.9e-04,.0486]
[.0069,.0208]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(5)
=
F(4.97, 5313.91)=

15.0600
3.0193

P = 0.0102
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Harvard
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
965

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
965
= 4,999.5355
=
964

----------------------------------------------------------------------------Agree/disagree: There is |
a hostile environment
|
RECODE of jew5 (Jewish status, 5 category)
toward Jews
|
0
1
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------------1. Strongly disagree |
.3722
.3714
.3721
|
[.3377,.4081]
[.2814,.4714]
[.3395,.4058]
|
2. Disagree |
.4241
.4332
.4254
|
[.3887,.4602]
[.3402,.5311]
[.3921,.4593]
|
3. Somewhat disagree |
.1756
.1674
.1745
|
[.1505,.2039]
[.1066,.2531]
[.1508,.201]
|
4. Somewhat agree |
.0212
.0148
.0203
|
[.0135,.0333]
[.0037,.0576]
[.0132,.0312]
|
5. Agree |
.005
.0131
.0061
|
[.002,.0125]
[.0018,.0871]
[.0025,.0147]
|
6. Strongly agree |
.0019
0
.0016
| [2.7e-04,.0135]
[2.3e-04,.0116]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(5)
=
F(4.90, 4720.39)=

1.8365
0.2702

P = 0.9268
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Penn
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,042

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
1,042
= 9,294.8402
=
1,041

----------------------------------------------------------------------------Agree/disagree: Penn has |
a hostile env. towards
|
RECODE of jew5 (Jewish status, 5 category)
Jews
|
0. Not J
1. Jewis
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------------1. strongly disagree |
.45
.2842
.4249
|
[.4164,.484]
[.2189,.36]
[.3944,.456]
|
2. disagree |
.3975
.4264
.4019
|
[.3649,.4311]
[.3519,.5044]
[.3718,.4327]
|
3. somewhat disagree |
.114
.1801
.124
|
[.0938,.1378]
[.1283,.247]
[.1047,.1462]
|
4. somewhat agree |
.027
.0917
.0368
|
[.0177,.0408]
[.0546,.1499]
[.0265,.0507]
|
5. agree |
.0086
.0047
.008
|
[.0042,.0172]
[6.6e-04,.033]
[.0041,.0155]
|
6. strongly agree |
.003
.0129
.0045
| [9.5e-04,.0094]
[.0032,.0502]
[.0019,.0109]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(5)
=
F(4.94, 5145.45)=

32.0449
6.6526

P = 0.0000
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Brandeis
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
918

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
=
=

918
3,351.481
917

----------------------------------------------------------------------------[there is a hostile
|
environment toward jews] |
to what extent do you
|
RECODE of jew5 (Jewish status, 5 category)
agree or disa
|
Not Jewi
Jewish
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------------strongly disagree |
.5445
.4488
.5096
|
[.502,.5863]
[.397,.5016]
[.4765,.5425]
|
disagree |
.3162
.3643
.3338
|
[.278,.3571]
[.3152,.4164]
[.3032,.3657]
|
somewhat disagree |
.0897
.1327
.1054
|
[.0678,.118]
[.1005,.1733]
[.0865,.1279]
|
somewhat agree |
.0292
.0397
.033
|
[.0181,.0467]
[.0236,.0661]
[.0232,.0468]
|
agree |
.0142
.0116
.0132
|
[.0062,.032]
[.0044,.0306]
[.007,.025]
|
strongly agree |
.0062
.0029
.005
|
[.0019,.0195] [4.1e-04,.0203]
[.0018,.0135]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(5)
=
F(4.99, 4574.32)=

10.3055
1.9756

P = 0.0792

Table B7: “To what extent do you agree or disagree that there is a hostile environment towards Israel at
<school>?” by Jewish status. Weighted two-way tables of frequencies with 95 percent confidence
intervals.
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Michigan
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,068

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
1,068
= 2,802.2026
=
1,067

----------------------------------------------------------------------------Agree/disagree: Michigan |
has a hostile env.
|
RECODE of jew5 (Jewish status, 5 category)
towards Israel
|
0
1
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------------1. Strongly disagree |
.1042
.0774
.1011
|
[.0855,.1263]
[.0404,.1433]
[.0837,.1216]
|
2. Disagree |
.3228
.1874
.3074
|
[.2932,.3539]
[.1269,.2678]
[.2799,.3363]
|
3. Somewhat disagree |
.3145
.2351
.3054
|
[.2855,.3449]
[.166,.3219]
[.2783,.3339]
|
4. Somewhat agree |
.1824
.3564
.2022
|
[.1589,.2086]
[.2749,.4471]
[.179,.2277]
|
5. Agree |
.0481
.1367
.0582
|
[.0361,.064]
[.086,.2104]
[.0456,.0741]
|
6. Strongly agree |
.028
.0071
.0256
|
[.0189,.0414] [9.9e-04,.0486]
[.0174,.0376]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(5)
=
F(4.97, 5306.33)=

41.8746
8.3086

P = 0.0000
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Harvard
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
959

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
959
= 4,965.0279
=
958

----------------------------------------------------------------------Agree/disagree: There is |
a hostile environment
| RECODE of jew5 (Jewish status, 5 category)
toward Israel
|
0
1
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------1. Strongly disagree |
.1906
.1158
.1801
| [.1634,.2212] [.0635,.2017]
[.155,.2083]
|
2. Disagree |
.3676
.2403
.3497
| [.3334,.4031]
[.167,.3328]
[.318,.3827]
|
3. Somewhat disagree |
.294
.3189
.2975
| [.2625,.3276] [.2346,.4169] [.2676,.3293]
|
4. Somewhat agree |
.1144
.2329
.131
| [.0929,.1401] [.1588,.3281] [.1091,.1566]
|
5. Agree |
.0199
.0495
.0241
| [.0117,.0338] [.0218,.1087] [.0154,.0375]
|
6. Strongly agree |
.0135
.0426
.0176
| [.0068,.0264] [.0171,.1023] [.0102,.0301]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(5)
=
F(4.97, 4761.77)=

31.4478
4.7344

P = 0.0003
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Penn
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,038

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
1,038
= 9,264.0575
=
1,037

----------------------------------------------------------------------Agree/disagree: Penn has |
a hostile env. towards
| RECODE of jew5 (Jewish status, 5 category)
Israel
|
0. Not J
1. Jewis
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------1. strongly disagree |
.2438
.1081
.2231
| [.2154,.2747] [.0679,.1676] [.1978,.2506]
|
2. disagree |
.3921
.3068
.3791
| [.3594,.4258] [.2403,.3824] [.3493,.4098]
|
3. somewhat disagree |
.2347
.2512
.2372
| [.2072,.2645]
[.1908,.323] [.2119,.2645]
|
4. somewhat agree |
.1024
.2572
.126
| [.0834,.125]
[.1943,.332] [.1066,.1483]
|
5. agree |
.0177
.0512
.0228
| [.011,.0285] [.0266,.0963] [.0155,.0335]
|
6. strongly agree |
.0093
.0256
.0118
| [.0046,.0188] [.0096,.0667] [.0067,.0209]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(5)
=
F(4.99, 5175.25)=

48.9519
9.7795

P = 0.0000
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Brandeis
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
915

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
915
= 3,340.7344
=
914

----------------------------------------------------------------------[there is a hostile
|
environment toward
|
israel] to what extent do | RECODE of jew5 (Jewish status, 5 category)
you agree or di
|
Not Jewi
Jewish
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------strongly disagree |
.2893
.1829
.2505
| [.2528,.3288] [.1453,.2278]
[.223,.2802]
|
disagree |
.3951
.3617
.3829
| [.3543,.4375] [.3126,.4139] [.3511,.4158]
|
somewhat disagree |
.19
.2298
.2045
| [.159,.2255] [.1886,.2769] [.1792,.2324]
|
somewhat agree |
.0873
.1534
.1114
| [.0671,.1129] [.1189,.1955] [.0927,.1333]
|
agree |
.024
.0518
.0341
| [.0138,.0413] [.0328,.0808]
[.024,.0483]
|
strongly agree |
.0142
.0204
.0165
| [.0065,.0307] [.0097,.0422] [.0096,.0282]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(5)
=
F(4.99, 4558.94)=

25.4168
4.9186

P = 0.0002

Table B8: “To what extent do you agree or disagree that Universities should boycott Israeli academic
institutions and scholars?” by Jewish status. Weighted two-way tables of frequencies with 95 percent
confidence intervals.
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Michigan
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,087

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
1,087
= 2,848.5274
=
1,086

----------------------------------------------------------------------Agree/disagree:
|
universities should
|
boycott israeli academic | RECODE of jew5 (Jewish status, 5 category)
inst./scholars
|
0
1
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------1. Strongly disagree |
.3197
.7064
.3637
| [.2905,.3504] [.6184,.7812] [.3351,.3933]
|
2. Disagree |
.2594
.1413
.2459
| [.2323,.2885] [.0901,.2148] [.2209,.2729]
|
3. Somewhat disagree |
.0998
.0623
.0956
| [.082,.1211] [.0298,.1256]
[.079,.1152]
|
4. Somewhat agree |
.0436
.0194
.0408
| [.0321,.0589] [.0048,.0741] [.0303,.0548]
|
5. Agree |
.0191
0
.0169
| [.0121,.0299]
[.0107,.0265]
|
6. Strongly agree |
.0112
0
.0099
| [.0062,.0203]
[.0055,.018]
|
7. Don't know |
.2472
.0707
.2271
| [.221,.2755] [.0368,.1315]
[.2032,.253]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(6)
=
F(5.97, 6483.15)=

73.3023
11.6261

P = 0.0000
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Harvard
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
971

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
=
=

971
5,031.631
970

----------------------------------------------------------------------Agree/disagree:
|
Universities should
|
boycott Israeli academic | RECODE of jew5 (Jewish status, 5 category)
institutions
|
0
1
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------0. Strongly disagree |
.3489
.7299
.4035
| [.315,.3843] [.6347,.8078] [.3704,.4375]
|
1. Disagree |
.2282
.1414
.2158
| [.1995,.2597] [.0867,.2223] [.1894,.2447]
|
2. Somewhat disagree |
.1182
.0709
.1115
| [.0967,.1438] [.0337,.1433] [.0918,.1348]
|
3. Somewhat agree |
.0406
.0343
.0397
| [.0285,.0576] [.0109,.1029] [.0282,.0556]
|
4. Agree |
.019
0
.0163
| [.0112,.0322]
[.0096,.0276]
|
5. Strongly agree |
.0138
0
.0118
| [.0077,.0244]
[.0066,.021]
|
6. Don't know |
.2312
.0235
.2015
| [.2026,.2626] [.0071,.0752] [.1762,.2293]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(6)
=
F(5.88, 5704.25)=

79.6687
10.3161

P = 0.0000
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Penn
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,056

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
1,056
= 9,417.1336
=
1,055

----------------------------------------------------------------------------Agree/disagree:
|
universities should
|
boycott israeli academic |
RECODE of jew5 (Jewish status, 5 category)
inst./scholars
|
0. Not J
1. Jewis
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------------1. strongly disagree |
.3393
.7152
.3965
|
[.3082,.3719]
[.6416,.7788]
[.3667,.427]
|
2. disagree |
.27
.1467
.2512
|
[.2413,.3007]
[.1012,.2081]
[.2256,.2787]
|
3. somewhat disagree |
.1093
.0657
.1027
|
[.0893,.1331]
[.0365,.1154]
[.0848,.1238]
|
4. somewhat agree |
.0421
.0072
.0368
|
[.0303,.0582]
[.001,.0495]
[.0266,.0507]
|
5. agree |
.025
.0109
.0229
|
[.0163,.0383]
[.0027,.0431]
[.0151,.0344]
|
6. strongly agree |
.0165
.0054
.0148
|
[.0091,.0297] [7.6e-04,.0374]
[.0084,.0261]
|
7. don't know |
.1978
.0489
.1752
|
[.1724,.2259]
[.0243,.0959]
[.1529,.1999]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(6)
=
F(5.95, 6280.89)=

83.2945
14.0669

P = 0.0000
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Brandeis
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
940

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
940
= 3,435.4162
=
939

----------------------------------------------------------------------[universities should
|
boycott israeli academic |
institutions and
| RECODE of jew5 (Jewish status, 5 category)
scholars] to what
|
Not Jewi
Jewish
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------strongly disagree |
.2223
.5981
.3582
| [.1902,.2581]
[.546,.648] [.3278,.3898]
|
disagree |
.2429
.2329
.2392
| [.2088,.2805] [.1918,.2797] [.2125,.2682]
|
somewhat disagree |
.1275
.0579
.1024
| [.1015,.1591]
[.038,.0874] [.0836,.1247]
|
somewhat agree |
.0727
.0136
.0513
| [.0531,.0987] [.0056,.0323] [.0381,.0687]
|
agree |
.0201
0
.0128
| [.0106,.0378]
[.0067,.0243]
|
strongly agree |
.0239
.0086
.0183
| [.0144,.0393] [.0028,.0263]
[.0116,.029]
|
don't know |
.2907
.0889
.2177
| [.2545,.3297] [.0635,.1232] [.1919,.2459]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(6)
=
F(5.93, 5570.33)=

160.8791
26.1376

P = 0.0000

Table B9: Over the course of your life, how many times have you been to Israel? Jewish students only.
Weighted one-way tables of frequencies with 95 percent confidence intervals.
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Michigan
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,131

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
1,131
= 2,959.1259
=
121
= 322.13639
=
1,130

-------------------------------------------------------------In your life, how many
|
times have you visited
|
Israel?
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0. Never |
.5313
.4411
.6195
1. Once |
.1953
.1336
.2764
2. Twice |
.1284
.0795
.2008
3. Three times or more |
.0976
.0558
.1654
4. I have lived there |
.0474
.0212
.1028
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion

Harvard
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
980

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
980
= 5,072.4163
=
113
= 721.142318
=
979

-------------------------------------------------------------How many times have you
|
been to Israel?
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0. Never |
.4785
.383
.5756
1. Once |
.2401
.1643
.3366
2. Twice |
.1245
.073
.2041
3. Three times or more |
.0957
.054
.1638
4. I have lived there |
.0613
.0306
.119
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
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Penn
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,065

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
1,065
=
9,499.77
=
166
= 1,431.1789
=
1,064

-------------------------------------------------------------In your life, how many
|
times have you visited
|
Israel?
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0. never |
.3925
.3203
.4697
1. once |
.2792
.2154
.3535
2. twice |
.1141
.0726
.1747
3. three times or more |
.1518
.1041
.216
4. i have lived there |
.0624
.0346
.1101
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion

Brandeis
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
958

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
958
= 3,503.4832
=
361
= 1,260.0537
=
957

-------------------------------------------------------------over the course of your
|
life, how many times have |
you been to israel?
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------never |
.3635
.3153
.4145
once |
.1995
.1612
.2442
twice |
.105
.0772
.1411
three times or more |
.2168
.1764
.2636
i have lived there |
.1153
.0862
.1525
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion

Table B10: To what extent do you feel a connection to Israel? Jewish students only. Weighted one-way
tables of frequencies with 95 percent confidence intervals.
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Michigan
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,131

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
1,131
= 2,959.1259
=
121
= 322.13639
=
1,130

-------------------------------------------------------------To what extent do you
|
feel a connection to
|
Israel?
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------0. Not at all |
.1784
.1179
.2608
1. A little |
.3249
.2463
.4148
2. Somewhat |
.2415
.1738
.325
3. Very much |
.2552
.1846
.3415
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion

Harvard
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
980

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
980
= 5,072.4163
=
113
= 721.142318
=
979

-------------------------------------------------------------To what extent do you
|
feel a connection to
|
Israel?
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------1. Not at all |
.2818
.2021
.3781
2. A little |
.2951
.2133
.3927
3. Somewhat |
.2033
.1358
.2929
4. Very much |
.2198
.1519
.3071
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
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Penn
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,066

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
1,066
= 9,508.1461
=
167
= 1,439.5549
=
1,065

-------------------------------------------------------------To what extent do you
|
feel a connection to
|
Israel?
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------1. not at all |
.1538
.1069
.2163
2. a little |
.2926
.2279
.3669
3. somewhat |
.2361
.1769
.3078
4. very much |
.3175
.2501
.3935
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion

Brandeis
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
960

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
960
= 3,510.6209
=
363
= 1,267.1914
=
959

-------------------------------------------------------------to what extent do you
|
feel a connection to
|
israel?
| proportion
lb
ub
--------------------------+----------------------------------not at all |
.16
.1255
.2017
a little |
.244
.2024
.2911
somewhat |
.2618
.2185
.3103
very much |
.3342
.2874
.3845
|
Total |
1
-------------------------------------------------------------Key: proportion = cell proportion
lb
= lower 95% confidence bound for cell proportion
ub
= upper 95% confidence bound for cell proportion

Table B11: “At <school> overall, to what extent do you feel safe? by Jewish status. Weighted two-way
tables of frequencies with 95 percent confidence intervals.
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Michigan
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,077

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
1,077
= 2,825.1279
=
1,076

----------------------------------------------------------------------At Michigan, to what
| RECODE of jew5 (Jewish status, 5 category)
extent do you feel safe? |
0
1
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------0. Not at all |
.0075
0
.0067
| [.0037,.0151]
[.0033,.0134]
|
1. A little |
.0548
.0527
.0546
| [.0423,.0709] [.0251,.1074] [.0427,.0695]
|
2. Somewhat |
.3183
.3188
.3183
| [.2896,.3484] [.2414,.4078] [.2912,.3467]
|
3. Very much |
.6193
.6285
.6204
| [.5881,.6497] [.5381,.7106]
[.5909,.649]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(3)
=
F(2.99, 3220.96)=

0.9302
0.3246

P = 0.8072
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Harvard
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
970

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
970
= 5,026.7908
=
969

----------------------------------------------------------------------At Harvard, overall, to
|
what extent do you feel: | RECODE of jew5 (Jewish status, 5 category)
safe?
|
0
1
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------1. Not at all |
.0049
.0086
.0055
| [.0017,.014] [.0012,.0589] [.0022,.0137]
|
2. A little |
.0405
0
.0347
| [.0287,.0567]
[.0246,.0486]
|
3. Somewhat |
.2213
.22
.2211
| [.1938,.2516]
[.152,.3073] [.1952,.2495]
|
4. Very much |
.7333
.7714
.7387
| [.7011,.7631] [.6833,.8407] [.7088,.7666]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(3)
=
F(2.99, 2894.82)=

6.1647
1.7558

P = 0.1537
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Penn
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,044

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
1,044
= 9,311.1957
=
1,043

----------------------------------------------------------------------At Penn, to what extent
| RECODE of jew5 (Jewish status, 5 category)
do you feel safe?
|
0. Not J
1. Jewis
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------1. not at all |
.0073
.0111
.0079
| [.0032,.0164] [.0027,.0441] [.0039,.0159]
|
2. a little |
.0557
.0256
.0512
| [.0419,.0737]
[.0095,.067]
[.0389,.067]
|
3. somewhat |
.3405
.2517
.3271
| [.3094,.373] [.1916,.3233] [.2989,.3566]
|
4. very much |
.5965
.7115
.6138
| [.563,.6292] [.6376,.7756] [.5833,.6435]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(3)
=
F(2.99, 3123.78)=

8.6808
2.9635

P = 0.0310
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Brandeis
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
915

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
915
= 3,340.8404
=
914

----------------------------------------------------------------------[safe] at brandeis,
|
overall, to what extent
| RECODE of jew5 (Jewish status, 5 category)
do you feel...?
|
Not Jewi
Jewish
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------not at all |
.0147
.0085
.0124
| [.0076,.0281]
[.0027,.026] [.0071,.0218]
|
a little |
.0453
.0289
.0393
| [.0308,.0661] [.0156,.0529] [.0284,.0543]
|
somewhat |
.281
.1993
.2513
| [.2444,.3207] [.1599,.2455] [.2235,.2813]
|
very much |
.659
.7634
.697
| [.6178,.6979] [.7151,.8058] [.6656,.7266]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(3)
=
F(3.00, 2739.21)=

11.0570
3.7426

P = 0.0107

Table B12: “At <school> overall, to what extent do you feel that you belong? by Jewish status. Weighted
two-way tables of frequencies with 95 percent confidence intervals.
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Michigan
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,074

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
1,074
= 2,817.4861
=
1,073

----------------------------------------------------------------------At Michigan, to what
|
extent do you feel that
| RECODE of jew5 (Jewish status, 5 category)
you belong?
|
0
1
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------0. Not at all |
.0555
.0099
.0504
| [.0425,.0722] [.0014,.0673] [.0386,.0655]
|
1. A little |
.1327
.0527
.1238
| [.1122,.1563] [.0251,.1074] [.1051,.1452]
|
2. Somewhat |
.3376
.3271
.3364
| [.308,.3685] [.2474,.4182] [.3085,.3656]
|
3. Very much |
.4742
.6103
.4894
| [.4421,.5064] [.5185,.6949] [.4591,.5198]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(3)
=
F(2.97, 3187.55)=

14.0180
4.4109

P = 0.0043
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Harvard
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
970

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
970
= 5,026.7908
=
969

----------------------------------------------------------------------At Harvard, overall, to
|
what extent do you feel: | RECODE of jew5 (Jewish status, 5 category)
that you belong?
|
0
1
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------1. Not at all |
.0592
.0216
.0538
| [.0443,.0788] [.0052,.0843] [.0404,.0713]
|
2. A little |
.1821
.1313
.1748
| [.1559,.2116] [.0794,.2093] [.1507,.2019]
|
3. Somewhat |
.4167
.4082
.4155
| [.3817,.4525] [.3174,.5057] [.3826,.4491]
|
4. Very much |
.342
.439
.3559
| [.3083,.3773]
[.345,.5376] [.3238,.3894]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(3)
=
F(2.98, 2888.36)=

8.0744
1.9463

P = 0.1204
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Penn
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,044

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
1,044
= 9,311.1957
=
1,043

----------------------------------------------------------------------At Penn, to what extent
|
do you feel that you
| RECODE of jew5 (Jewish status, 5 category)
belong?
|
0. Not J
1. Jewis
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------1. not at all |
.0739
.0433
.0693
| [.058,.0939] [.0206,.0888]
[.055,.087]
|
2. a little |
.2058
.0991
.1898
| [.1798,.2345] [.0613,.1564] [.1666,.2154]
|
3. somewhat |
.3921
.3746
.3895
| [.3595,.4256]
[.3032,.452] [.3596,.4201]
|
4. very much |
.3282
.483
.3514
| [.297,.3609] [.4061,.5606] [.3223,.3818]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(3)
=
F(3.00, 3128.75)=

18.9884
6.3427

P = 0.0003
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Brandeis
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
916

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
916
= 3,343.9826
=
915

----------------------------------------------------------------------[that you belong] at
|
brandeis, overall, to
|
what extent do you
| RECODE of jew5 (Jewish status, 5 category)
feel...?
|
Not Jewi
Jewish
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------not at all |
.0896
.0313
.0684
| [.069,.1156] [.0174,.0558] [.0538,.0865]
|
a little |
.2206
.1114
.1809
| [.1875,.2577] [.0824,.1491] [.1567,.2079]
|
somewhat |
.3682
.2871
.3386
| [.3281,.4102] [.2412,.3378]
[.3077,.371]
|
very much |
.3216
.5702
.4121
| [.2836,.3622] [.5171,.6217] [.3801,.4449]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(3)
=
F(3.00, 2742.74)=

60.4234
20.2722

P = 0.0000
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Brandeis Campus Study (2015)
Thank you for participating in a study of Brandeis undergraduate students' identities, opinions, and experiences on campus.
This research is being conducted by the Steinhardt Social Research Institute. This survey will take about 15 minutes to
complete and when you are finished you will receive a $10 Amazon.com gift card in appreciation of your time. Your
responses are very valuable.
You must be at least 18 years old to participate in the survey. Your individual responses will be kept strictly confidential
and only aggregate data will be reported. No one outside the research team will have access to the data. Your participation in
the survey is entirely voluntary. No question is mandatory.
Please note that this survey in NOT optimized for mobile devices.
If you have any questions or concerns regarding the survey, please call us at 781-736-2964.

You may also contact the Brandeis Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects (781-736-8133, irb@brandeis.edu). This
committee works to safeguard the interests of individuals who participate in Brandeis-sponsored research.
To begin the survey click on the " Next" butto n below.
There are 90 questions in this survey

Screener
Are you currently an UNDERGRADUATE student at Brandeis?
Please choose only one of the following:

No
Yes
Yes, and I am CURRENTLY studying abroad

http://cmjssurvey.com/index.php/admin/printablesurvey/sa/index/surveyid/141737
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About You
We'll start by asking you a few questions about yourself.

Are you currently in your...?
Please choose only one of the following:

First year (Freshman)
Second year (Sophomore)
Third year (Junior)
Fourth year (Senior)
Other

Have you decided on your major(s)?
Please choose only one of the following:

No
Yes. Please specify:

Do you live...?
Please choose only one of the following:

On campus
With parents or relatives
In other off-campus housing

Are you an international student?
Please choose only one of the following:

No
Yes

http://cmjssurvey.com/index.php/admin/printablesurvey/sa/index/surveyid/141737
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What country are you from?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
intlst.NAOK == "1"
Please write your answer here:

When you applied to Brandeis, were you living in the United States?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
intlst.NAOK == "0"
Please choose only one of the following:

No
Yes

When you applied to Brandeis, what was your ZIP code?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
states.NAOK == "1"
Please write your answer here:

Where were you living?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
states.NAOK == "0"
Please write your answer here:

We would like to ask about your parent(s) or the adult(s) who raised you. What
is the best way to refer to them?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Mother

Father

None

Other

Parent 1
Parent 2

{if(((parents_prnt1.NAOK=="mthr" and parents_prnt2.NAOK=="othr") or
(parents_prnt1.NAOK=="othr" and parents_prnt2.NAOK=="mthr") or
(parents_prnt1.NAOK=="mthr" and parents_prnt2.NAOK=="") or
(parents_prnt1.NAOK=="none" and parents_prnt2.NAOK=="mthr") or
http://cmjssurvey.com/index.php/admin/printablesurvey/sa/index/surveyid/141737
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(parents_prnt2.NAOK=="none" and parents_prnt1.NAOK=="mthr") or
(parents_prnt2.NAOK=="mthr" and parents_prnt1.NAOK=="")), 'onlymom',
if(((parents_prnt1.NAOK=="fthr" and parents_prnt2.NAOK=="othr") or
(parents_prnt1.NAOK=="othr" and parents_prnt2.NAOK=="fthr") or
(parents_prnt1.NAOK=="none" and parents_prnt2.NAOK=="fthr") or
(parents_prnt2.NAOK=="none" and parents_prnt1.NAOK=="fthr") or
(parents_prnt1.NAOK=="fthr" and parents_prnt2.NAOK=="") or
(parents_prnt2.NAOK=="fthr" and parents_prnt1.NAOK=="")),'onlydad',
if((parents_prnt1.NAOK=="mthr" and parents_prnt2.NAOK=="fthr"),'momdad',
if((parents_prnt1.NAOK=="fthr" and parents_prnt2.NAOK=="mthr"),'dadmom',
if((parents_prnt1.NAOK=="mthr" and parents_prnt2.NAOK=="mthr"),'twomoms',
if((parents_prnt1.NAOK=="fthr" and
parents_prnt2.NAOK=="fthr"),'twodads','none'))))))}
In what year were you born?
Please choose only one of the following:

1998
1997
1996
1995
1994
1993
1992
1991
1990
1989
1988 or earlier

Are you...?
Please choose only one of the following:

Male
Female
Other

http://cmjssurvey.com/index.php/admin/printablesurvey/sa/index/surveyid/141737
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Do you consider yourself...? (check all that apply)
Please choose all that apply:

Heterosexual/straight
Gay or lesbian
Transgender
Bisexual
Queer
Other. Please specify::

Are you a registered voter in the United States?
Please choose only one of the following:

No
Yes

In terms of political views, people often classify themselves as "liberal" or
"conservative." Where would you place yourself on this scale?
Please choose only one of the following:

Extremely liberal
Liberal
Slightly liberal
Moderate
Slightly conservative
Conservative
Extremely conservative

http://cmjssurvey.com/index.php/admin/printablesurvey/sa/index/surveyid/141737
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Religion and Ethnicity
The next questions ask you about your ethnicity and religion.

Do you describe yourself as...? (check all that apply)
Please choose all that apply:

American Indian/Alaskan Native
Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander
Arab
Black/African American
East Asian (e.g., Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Taiwanese)
South Asian (e.g., Indian, Pakistani, Nepalese, Sri Lankan)
Southeast Asian (e.g., Cambodian, Vietnamese, Hmong, Filipino)
Other Asian
Mexican American/Chicano/a
Puerto Rican
Other Latino/a
White/Caucasian
Other:

When you were growing up, what languages were spoken in your home? (check
all that apply)
Please choose all that apply:

Arabic
Chinese
English
French
Russian
Spanish
Other:

http://cmjssurvey.com/index.php/admin/printablesurvey/sa/index/surveyid/141737
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What is YOUR religion, if any?
Please choose only one of the following:

Christian - click for more options
Jewish
Muslim
Buddhist
Hindu
Unitarian Universalist
Atheist
Agnostic
Nothing in particular
Something else. Please specify:

http://cmjssurvey.com/index.php/admin/printablesurvey/sa/index/surveyid/141737
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Are you...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
relnow.NAOK == "1"
Please choose only one of the following:

Baptist
Christian Reformed
Church of Christ, or Disciples of Christ (Christian Church)
Church of God
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints (LDS/Mormon)
Congregational or United Church of Christ
Episcopalian or Anglican
Greek or Russian Orthodox
Holiness (Nazarenes, Wesleyan Church)
Jehovah’s Witness
Lutheran
Methodist
Pentecostal (Assemblies of God, Four-Square Gospel)
Presbyterian
Roman Catholic
Seventh-day Adventist
Nondenominational or Independent Church
Christian - nothing in particular
Other Christian. Please specify:

Do you consider yourself to be a/n...? (check all that apply)
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
relnow.NAOK == "1"
Please choose all that apply:

Born again Christian
Charismatic
Evangelical
Fundamentalist
None of the above

http://cmjssurvey.com/index.php/admin/printablesurvey/sa/index/surveyid/141737
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Are you...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
relnow.NAOK == "3"
Please choose only one of the following:

Shi’a
Sunni
Other

Do you also identify with any other religion(s)?
Please choose only one of the following:

No
Yes

With what other religion(s) do you identify? (check all that apply)
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
relothidentify .NAOK == "1"
Please choose all that apply:

Christian - click for more options
Jewish
Muslim
Buddhist
Hindu
Unitarian Universalist
Atheist
Agnostic
Something else. Please specify:

http://cmjssurvey.com/index.php/admin/printablesurvey/sa/index/surveyid/141737
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Are you...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
relother_chrs.NAOK == "Y"
Please choose only one of the following:

Baptist
Christian Reformed
Church of Christ, or Disciples of Christ (Christian Church)
Church of God
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints (LDS/Mormon)
Congregational or United Church of Christ
Episcopalian or Anglican
Greek or Russian Orthodox
Holiness (Nazarenes, Wesleyan Church)
Jehovah’s Witness
Lutheran
Methodist
Pentecostal (Assemblies of God, Four-Square Gospel)
Presbyterian
Roman Catholic
Seventh-day Adventist
Nondenominational or Independent Church
Christian - nothing in particular
Other Christian. Please specify:

Do you consider yourself to be a/n...? (check all that apply)
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
relother_chrs.NAOK == "Y"
Please choose all that apply:

Born again Christian
Charismatic
Evangelical
Fundamentalist
None of the above

http://cmjssurvey.com/index.php/admin/printablesurvey/sa/index/surveyid/141737
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Are you...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
relother_mslm.NAOK == "Y"
Please choose only one of the following:

Shi’a
Sunni
Other

ASIDE from religion, do you consider yourself Jewish or partially Jewish?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((relnow.NAOK != "2" or relnow.NAOK == "-oth-") and (( ! is_empty (relothidentify .NAOK) && (relothidentify .NAOK
== "0")))) or ((relnow.NAOK != "2") and (is_empty (relother_jew.NAOK)) and (relother_chrs.NAOK == "Y" or
relother_mslm.NAOK == "Y" or relother_budd.NAOK == "Y" or relother_hind.NAOK == "Y" or relother_uu.NAOK ==
"Y" or relother_ath.NAOK == "Y" or relother_agn.NAOK == "Y" or relother_other.NAOK != ""))
Please choose only one of the following:

Yes
Yes, partially Jewish
No

{if((relnow.NAOK=="2" or relother_jew.NAOK=="Y" or jewaside.NAOK=="1" or
jewaside.NAOK=="2"), 1, 0)}
Do you consider yourself to be...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
jew.NAOK == "1"
Please choose only one of the following:

Reform
Reconstructionist
Conservative
Orthodox
Secular/culturally Jewish
Just Jewish
Other. Please specify:

http://cmjssurvey.com/index.php/admin/printablesurvey/sa/index/surveyid/141737
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{if(famtype.NAOK=="onlymom" or famtype.NAOK=="momdad" or
famtype.NAOK=="twomoms", 'Does your MOTHER consider herself...?', 'Does
your FATHER consider himself...?')}
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
famty pe.NAOK == "onlymom" or famty pe.NAOK == "onlydad" or famty pe.NAOK == "momdad" or famty pe.NAOK ==
"dadmom" or famty pe.NAOK == "twomoms" or famty pe.NAOK == "twodads"
Please choose only one of the following:

Christian
Jewish
Muslim
Buddhist
Hindu
Unitarian Universalist
Atheist
Agnostic
Nothing in particular
Something else. Please explain:

{if(famtype.NAOK=="onlymom" or famtype.NAOK=="momdad" or
famtype.NAOK=="twomoms", "Thinking about your MOTHER'S PARENTS, was
either of them Jewish?", "Thinking about your FATHER'S PARENTS, was either
of them Jewish?")}
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(jew.NAOK == "1" or parent1relig.NAOK == "2") and (famty pe.NAOK == "onlymom" or famty pe.NAOK == "onlydad"
or famty pe.NAOK == "momdad" or famty pe.NAOK == "dadmom" or famty pe.NAOK == "twomoms" or
famty pe.NAOK == "twodads")
Please choose only one of the following:

Mother only
Father only
Both mother and father
Neither mother nor father
It's complicated. Please explain:

http://cmjssurvey.com/index.php/admin/printablesurvey/sa/index/surveyid/141737
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{if(famtype.NAOK=="momdad", 'Does your FATHER consider himself...?',
if(famtype.NAOK=="dadmom", 'Does your MOTHER consider herself...?',
if(famtype.NAOK=="twomoms", 'Does your OTHER MOTHER consider
herself...?', 'Does your OTHER FATHER consider himself...?')))}
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
famty pe.NAOK == "momdad" or famty pe.NAOK == "dadmom" or famty pe.NAOK == "twomoms" or famty pe.NAOK
== "twodads"
Please choose only one of the following:

Christian
Jewish
Muslim
Buddhist
Hindu
Unitarian Universalist
Atheist
Agnostic
Nothing in particular
Something else. Please explain:

{if(famtype.NAOK=="momdad", "Thinking about your FATHER'S PARENTS, was
either of them Jewish?", if(famtype.NAOK=="dadmom", "Thinking about your
MOTHER'S PARENTS, was either of them Jewish?",
if(famtype.NAOK=="twomoms", "Thinking about your OTHER MOTHER'S
PARENTS, was either of them Jewish?", "Thinking about your OTHER FATHER'S
PARENTS, was either of them Jewish?")))}
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(jew.NAOK == "1" or parent2relig.NAOK == "2") and (famty pe.NAOK == "momdad" or famty pe.NAOK == "dadmom"
or famty pe.NAOK == "twomoms" or famty pe.NAOK == "twodads")
Please choose only one of the following:

Mother only
Father only
Both mother and father
Neither mother nor father
It's complicated. Please explain:
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So that we understand correctly, could you please explain in what way you
consider yourself to be Jewish?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((jew.NAOK == "1") and (parent1relig.NAOK != "2" and parent2relig.NAOK != "2" and ( !
is_empty (parent1relig.NAOK))))
Please write your answer here:
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Religion 2
Compared to when you were in high school, are you now...?
Please choose only one of the following:

Much less religiously involved
Somewhat less religiously involved
The same
Somewhat more religiously involved
Much more religiously involved

Since coming to Brandeis, have you explored religious traditions or practices
other than those with which you were raised?
Please choose only one of the following:

No
Yes

Which religious traditions or practices did you explore?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
religexplore.NAOK == "1"
Please write your answer here:

How important is spirituality in your life today?
Please choose only one of the following:

Not at all
A little
Somewhat
Very much
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How important is your religion in your life today?
Please choose only one of the following:

Not at all
A little
Somewhat
Very much

How important is being Jewish in your life today?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
jew.NAOK == "1"
Please choose only one of the following:

Not at all
A little
Somewhat
Very much

To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
jew.NAOK == "0" and relnow.NAOK != "7" and relnow.NAOK != "8" and relnow.NAOK != "9"
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Somewhat
agree

Agree

Strongly
agree

I enjoy the feeling of
community with others
who share my religion
My religion helps me
experience a higher power
My religion offers me
comfort
I would feel guilty if I didn't
practice my religion
My approach to life is
based on my religion
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To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
jew.NAOK == "1"
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Somewhat
agree

Agree

Strongly
agree

I enjoy the feeling of
community with other
Jews
Judaism helps me
experience a higher power
Judaism offers me comfort
I would feel guilty if I didn't
practice Judaism
Being Jewish informs how
I treat others
My approach to life is
based on being Jewish
I have a strong sense of
belonging to the Jewish
people
I feel comfortable entering
a Jewish place of worship
I feel a responsibility to
take care of Jews in need
wherever they live
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Religious Activities
In the PAST 12 MONTHS, did you do anything to celebrate/observe...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
jew.NAOK == "1"
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

No

Yes

Christmas
Easter
Kwanzaa
Hanukkah
Passover
Purim
Rosh Hashanah
Shabbat
Yom Kippur
Eid al-Adha
Ramadan
Diwali
Holi
Vesak

In the PAST 12 MONTHS, did you do anything to celebrate/observe...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
jew.NAOK == "0"
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

No

Yes

Christmas
Easter
Kwanzaa
Passover
Hanukkah
Shabbat
Eid al-Adha
Ramadan
Diwali
Holi
Vesak
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In the PAST 12 MONTHS, how often, if at all, did you attend any of the following
types of religious services?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Never

Rarely

A few
times a
year

1-2 times
a month

Once a
week

More
than
once a
week

Christian
Hindu
Jewish
Muslim
Interfaith
Other

What kind of other religious service did you attend?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
religsvc_oth.NAOK == "2" or religsvc_oth.NAOK == "3" or religsvc_oth.NAOK == "4" or religsvc_oth.NAOK == "5"
or religsvc_oth.NAOK == "6"
Please write your answer here:

Since coming to Brandeis, how involved have you been in...?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Not at all

A little

Somewhat

Very
much

Campus Christian groups (e.g., Brandeis Christian
Fellowship, Catholic Student Organization)
Campus Jewish groups (e.g., Chabad, Hillel)
Campus Muslim groups (e.g., Brandeis Muslim
Students Association)
Interfaith groups
Other religious groups

What was that other religious group/organization?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(religgrp_oth.NAOK == "2" or religgrp_oth.NAOK == "3" or religgrp_oth.NAOK == "4")
Please write your answer here:
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Since coming to Brandeis, have you had a conversation with a Brandeis
chaplain/clergy person of your religion?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(relnow.NAOK != "7" or relnow.NAOK != "8" or relnow.NAOK != "9")
Please choose only one of the following:

Never
Once
More than once
There is no chaplain/clergy person for my religion here
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Israel
The next few questions are about your thoughts on Israel.

To what extent do you feel a connection to Israel?
Please choose only one of the following:

Not at all
A little
Somewhat
Very much

If someone asked you about the current situation in Israel, how confident do
you feel in your ability to give a good explanation?
Please choose only one of the following:

Not at all confident
A little confident
Somewhat confident
Very confident

In the PAST MONTH, how often did your Facebook, Twitter, or other social
media feed include stories about Israel?
Please choose only one of the following:

Don't use Facebook, Twitter, or other social media
Never
Occasionally
Often
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What percent of the social media content you see about Israel is HOSTILE?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
newssocmed.NAOK == "1" or newssocmed.NAOK == "2"
Please write your answer(s) here:

As part of a permanent settlement with the Palestinians, should Israel be willing
to...?
Please choose only one of the following:

Dismantle all of the Jewish settlements in the West Bank
Dismantle some of the Jewish settlements in the West Bank
Dismantle none of the Jewish settlements in the West Bank
Don't know

Over the course of your life, how many times have you been to Israel?
Please choose only one of the following:

Never
Once
Twice
Three times or more
I have lived there
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Have you been to Israel...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
isrnum.NAOK == "1" or isrnum.NAOK == "2" or isrnum.NAOK == "3" or isrnum.NAOK == "4"
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

No

Yes

On a Birthright Israel trip
On another organized peer trip during college
On an organized peer trip during high school
For a semester or year abroad program
For an alternative break service program
On a trip with your family
On a work or business trip
On a vacation
Other

What was your other Israel experience?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((isrexp_oth == "1"))
Please write your answer here:

Have you ever applied to go on a Birthright Israel trip?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
isrexp_bri.NAOK == "0" or isrnum.NAOK == "0" or ((is_empty (isrexp_bri.NAOK)) and ( ! is_empty (isrnum.NAOK)))
Please choose only one of the following:

No
Yes
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What is the MAIN reason you did not go on a Birthright Israel trip in previous
seasons?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
briapply.NAOK == "1"
Please choose only one of the following:

I was not offered a trip
There was no trip available on the dates I wanted to travel
I couldn't go on the same trip as family/friends
I had work/school obligations
I had personal/family obligations
I couldn't afford other trip expenses and/or the deposit
I had safety concerns
My parents thought it wasn't safe to go
Other

What is the MAIN reason you have not applied to go on a Birthright Israel trip?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
briapply.NAOK == "0"
Please choose only one of the following:

I was not yet 18
I have other commitments
I am ineligible for the trip
I don't want to travel to Israel
I feel Israel is not safe
I want to be older when I go
Another reason:
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Are you planning to apply {if(briapply.NAOK=="1", 'again', '')} to go on a
Birthright Israel trip?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
! (is_empty (briapply.NAOK))
Please choose only one of the following:

Yes, before I graduate
Yes, after I graduate
No
Not sure
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Activities
We will now ask you about your activities at Brandeis.

Since coming to Brandeis, have you...?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

No

Yes

Joined a fraternity or sorority
Held a full-time or part-time job
Held office in student government
Played club, intramural, or recreational sports
Played NCAA athletics
Studied abroad
Participated in a social justice/volunteering group
Participated in a fine arts/performing arts group
Written for the Justice or another campus publication
Participated in another student club/organization

In which other student group(s) have you participated?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
campusact_othr.NAOK == "1"
Please write your answer here:

Thinking about your CLOSE FRIENDS at Brandeis, how many of them are...?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

None

Some

About
half

Most

All

Don't
know

Asian
Black/African American
Latino/a
White/Caucasian
International students
LGBTQ
Christian
Jewish
Muslim
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Opinions
To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Somewhat
agree

Agree

Strongly
agree

Don't
know

Universities
should mandate
racial and
cultural
sensitivity
training for
students, staff,
and faculty
Universities
should have a
zero tolerance
policy against
hazing for all
campus
organizations
Affirmative
action programs
are needed to
increase the
number of
minority
students on
campuses
Students, staff,
and faculty
should be
allowed to carry
legal firearms on
campuses
Universities'
endowment
funds should not
be invested in
the fossil fuel
industry
Universities
should boycott
Israeli academic
institutions and
scholars
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Hot button
In your opinion, what are the three most pressing issues at Brandeis right now?
Please write your answer(s) here:

1.
2.
3.
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FordHall2015
On November 19, 2015, a group of Brandeis students presented the university
administration with a series of demands to address racial injustice at Brandeis.
Over the following two weeks, students occupied the administration building in
an attempt to press the university to meet their demands.

Did you read...?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

No

Yes

FordHall2015 list of demands
Interim President Lisa Lynch's response emails

To what extent to do you...?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Not
at all

A
little

Somewhat

Very
much

Share the views about racial injustice at Brandeis that were
expressed by the occupying students
Support the decision of the FordHall2015 students to occupy
Bernstein-Marcus
Feel satisfied with the response of the Brandeis
administration to occupying students' demands
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Microaggressions
Since coming to Brandeis, have you PERSONALLY experienced any of the
following on campus BECAUSE of your RACIAL/ETHNIC IDENTITY, your
RELIGION, your GENDER or SEXUAL ORIENTATION, or for ANY OTHER
REASON? (check all that apply)

No

Race/
ethnicity

Religion

Gender

Sexual
orientation

For
any
other
reason

Insult or harassment on social
media
Insult or harassment in person
Physical attack
Having your views or concerns
dismissed or ignored by an
instructor
Being asked in class to offer the
perspective of your
religious/ethnic/racial group
Hostile reactions from students to
your contribution to classroom
discussion
Being excluded from participating in
a group project
Being the object of jokes or teasing
Having your concerns dismissed or
ignored by campus administration
Feeling unwelcome in a campus
organization
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What were the reasons (other than race/ethnicity, religion, gender, or sexual
orientation) for these experiences?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
mcagrsnexp_socmed_oth == 1 or mcagrsnexp_inslt_oth == 1 or mcagrsnexp_attc k_oth == 1 or
mcagrsnexp_ignor_oth == 1 or mcagrsnexp_token_oth == 1 or mcagrsnexp_cldisc_oth == 1 or
mcagrsnexp_grprj_oth == 1 or mcagrsnexp_joke_oth == 1 or mcagrsnexp_admin_oth == 1 or
mcagrsnexp_unwlc_oth == 1
Please write your answer here:

How often, if at all, do you feel that people at Brandeis accuse or blame you for
anything done by Islamic extremist terrorists BECAUSE you are Muslim?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
relnow.NAOK == "3" or relother_mslm.NAOK == "Y"
Please choose only one of the following:

Never
Occasionally
Frequently
All the time
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College Climate
Since coming to Brandeis, have you heard any of the following on campus by
students, professors, or Brandeis administration? (check all that apply)
No

By
students

By
professors

By Brandeis
administration

Hostile remarks toward the United
States
Hostile remarks toward Arab countries
Hostile remarks toward China
Hostile remarks toward Germany
Hostile remarks toward Iran
Hostile remarks toward Israel
Hostile remarks toward Russia
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Antisemitism
In your opinion, would you consider a person to be antisemitic if he or she...?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

No,
definitely
not

No,
probably
not

Yes,
probably

Yes,
definitely

Criticizes Israel
Does not consider Jews living in America to be
American
Would not marry a Jew
Thinks that Jews are good with money
Opposes Israel's existence as a Jewish state

Since coming to Brandeis, how often, if at all, have you PERSONALLY heard
anyone on campus suggest that...?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Never

Occasionally

Frequently

All the
time

Jews have too much power in America
(economy, politics, media)
Jews exploit Holocaust victimhood for their own
purposes
The Holocaust is a myth or has been
exaggerated
Israelis behave "like Nazis" towards the
Palestinians
Jews are not capable of integrating into American
society
The interests of Jews in America are very
different from the interests of everyone else
Jews are more loyal to Israel than they are to
America

How often, if at all, do you feel that people at Brandeis accuse or blame you for
anything done by the Israeli government BECAUSE you are Jewish?
Please choose only one of the following:

Never
Occasionally
Frequently
All the time
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More about Brandeis
To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about
Brandeis?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Somewhat
agree

Agree

Strongly
agree

Sexual assault and
harassment are taken
seriously
There is a hostile
environment toward
people of color
The concerns of minority
groups are taken seriously
Ethnic groups stick with
their own
There is a hostile
environment toward Israel
There is a lot of political
activism
There is a hostile
environment toward Jews
There is a hostile
environment toward
Muslims
There is tolerance toward
all religious groups
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Final Thoughts
At Brandeis, when talking with your peers, how comfortable do you feel
expressing your opinion about...?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Not at all

A little

Somewhat

Very
much

Race relations in America
the Israeli-Palestinian conflict
Sexual assault on campus
Climate change

Which of the following affect your comfort level in discussing race relations in
America with your peers? (check all that apply)
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
issuetalk_race.NAOK == "1" or issuetalk_race.NAOK == "2"
Please choose all that apply:

I don't know much about this topic
I have no opinion
I have a minority opinion
The discourse on this topic feels hostile to me
I don't feel like I have a part in this conversation
Other reason. Please explain::
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Which of the following affect your comfort level in discussing the Israeli
Palestinian conflict with your peers? (check all that apply)
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
issuetalk_conf.NAOK == "1" or issuetalk_conf.NAOK == "2"
Please choose all that apply:

I don't know much about this topic
I have no opinion
I have a minority opinion
The discourse on this topic feels hostile to me
I don't feel like I have a part in this conversation
Other reason. Please explain::

Which of the following affect your comfort level in discussing sexual assault on
campus with your peers? (check all that apply)
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
issuetalk_asslt.NAOK == "1" or issuetalk_asslt.NAOK == "2"
Please choose all that apply:

I don't know much about this topic
I have no opinion
I have a minority opinion
The discourse on this topic feels hostile to me
I don't feel like I have a part in this conversation
Other reason. Please explain::
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Which of the following affect your comfort level in discussing climate change
with your peers? (check all that apply)
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
issuetalk_climch.NAOK == "1" or issuetalk_climch.NAOK == "2"
Please choose all that apply:

I don't know much about this topic
I have no opinion
I have a minority opinion
The discourse on this topic feels hostile to me
I don't feel like I have a part in this conversation
Other reason. Please explain::

To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Somewhat
agree

Agree

Strongly
agree

There is a lot of
hateful/offensive speech
on campus
Unpopular opinions can be
expressed freely
Professors make
excessive use of "trigger
warnings"
Brandeis faculty are
committed to nurturing
their students
The arts program at
Brandeis helps transcend
boundaries between people
I have made lasting
friendships at Brandeis

At Brandeis, overall, to what extent do you feel...?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Not at all

A little

Somewhat

Very much

Comfortable
Safe
That you belong
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You're almost done. MAKE SURE to click the "next" button at the bottom of the
page so we can send you your gift card.
To conclude, is there anything else you would like to add about your experiences
or the campus climate at Brandeis?
Please write your answer here:
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Submit your survey.
Thank you for completing this survey.
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Penn Campus Study (2016)
Thank you for participating in a study of Penn undergraduate students' identities, opinions, and experiences on campus. This
study is being conducted by Prof. Richard Gelles, School of Social Policy and Practice, as part of a national study of religion
and ethnicity on campuses (conducted by Brandeis University, under the direction of Prof. Leonard Saxe).
This survey will take less than 15 minutes to complete and when you are finished you will receive a $10 Amazon.com gift
card in appreciation of your time. Your responses are very valuable.
You must be at least 18 years old to participate in the survey. Your individual responses will be kept strictly confidential
and only aggregate data will be reported. No one outside the research team will have access to the data. Your participation in
the survey is entirely voluntary. No question is mandatory.
Please note that this survey is NOT optimized for mobile devices.
If you have any questions or concerns regarding the survey, please call us at 781-736-2964.
You may also contact the Brandeis Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects (781-736-8133, irb@brandeis.edu). This
committee works to safeguard the interests of individuals who participate in Brandeis-sponsored research.
To begin the survey click on the " Next" butto n below.
There are 93 questions in this survey

Screener
Are you currently an UNDERGRADUATE student at Penn?
Please choose only one of the following:

No
Yes
Yes, and I am CURRENTLY studying abroad
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About You
We'll start by asking you a few questions about yourself.

Are you currently in your...?
Please choose only one of the following:

First year (Freshman)
Second year (Sophomore)
Third year (Junior)
Fourth year (Senior)
Other

In which school(s) are you enrolled? (check all that apply)
Please choose all that apply:

College of Arts and Sciences
Penn Engineering
School of Nursing
The Wharton School

Have you decided on your major(s)?
Please choose only one of the following:

No
Yes. Please specify:
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Do you live...?
Please choose only one of the following:

On campus
With parents or relatives
In other off-campus housing

Are you an international student?
Please choose only one of the following:

No
Yes

What country are you from?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
intlst.NAOK == "1"
Please write your answer here:

When you applied to Penn, were you living in the United States?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
intlst.NAOK == "0"
Please choose only one of the following:

No
Yes

When you applied to Penn, what was your ZIP code?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
states.NAOK == "1"
Please write your answer here:
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Where were you living?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
states.NAOK == "0"
Please write your answer here:

We would like to ask about your parent(s) or the adult(s) who raised you. What
is the best way to refer to them?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Mother

Father

None

Other

Parent 1
Parent 2

{if(((parents_prnt1.NAOK=="mthr" and parents_prnt2.NAOK=="othr") or
(parents_prnt1.NAOK=="othr" and parents_prnt2.NAOK=="mthr") or
(parents_prnt1.NAOK=="mthr" and parents_prnt2.NAOK=="") or
(parents_prnt1.NAOK=="none" and parents_prnt2.NAOK=="mthr") or
(parents_prnt2.NAOK=="none" and parents_prnt1.NAOK=="mthr") or
(parents_prnt2.NAOK=="mthr" and parents_prnt1.NAOK=="")), 'onlymom',
if(((parents_prnt1.NAOK=="fthr" and parents_prnt2.NAOK=="othr") or
(parents_prnt1.NAOK=="othr" and parents_prnt2.NAOK=="fthr") or
(parents_prnt1.NAOK=="none" and parents_prnt2.NAOK=="fthr") or
(parents_prnt2.NAOK=="none" and parents_prnt1.NAOK=="fthr") or
(parents_prnt1.NAOK=="fthr" and parents_prnt2.NAOK=="") or
(parents_prnt2.NAOK=="fthr" and parents_prnt1.NAOK=="")),'onlydad',
if((parents_prnt1.NAOK=="mthr" and parents_prnt2.NAOK=="fthr"),'momdad',
if((parents_prnt1.NAOK=="fthr" and parents_prnt2.NAOK=="mthr"),'dadmom',
if((parents_prnt1.NAOK=="mthr" and parents_prnt2.NAOK=="mthr"),'twomoms',
if((parents_prnt1.NAOK=="fthr" and
parents_prnt2.NAOK=="fthr"),'twodads','none'))))))}
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In what year were you born?
Please choose only one of the following:

1998
1997
1996
1995
1994
1993
1992
1991
1990
1989
1988 or earlier

Are you...?
Please choose only one of the following:

Male
Female
Other

Do you consider yourself...? (check all that apply)
Please choose all that apply:

Heterosexual/straight
Gay or lesbian
Transgender
Bisexual
Queer
Other. Please specify::
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Are you a registered voter in the United States?
Please choose only one of the following:

No
Yes

In terms of political views, people often classify themselves as "liberal" or
"conservative." Where would you place yourself on this scale?
Please choose only one of the following:

Extremely liberal
Liberal
Slightly liberal
Moderate
Slightly conservative
Conservative
Extremely conservative
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Religion and Ethnicity
The next questions ask you about your ethnicity and religion.

Do you describe yourself as...? (check all that apply)
Please choose all that apply:

American Indian/Alaskan Native
Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander
Arab
Black/African American
East Asian (e.g., Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Taiwanese)
South Asian (e.g., Indian, Pakistani, Nepalese, Sri Lankan)
Southeast Asian (e.g., Cambodian, Vietnamese, Hmong, Filipino)
Other Asian
White/Caucasian
Other:

Are you...? (check all that apply)
Please choose all that apply:

Mexican American/Chicano/a
Puerto Rican
Other Latino/a
None of the above
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When you were growing up, what languages were spoken in your home? (check
all that apply)
Please choose all that apply:

Arabic
Chinese
English
French
Russian
Spanish
Other:

What is YOUR religion, if any?
Please choose only one of the following:

Christian - click for more options
Jewish
Muslim
Buddhist
Hindu
Unitarian Universalist
Atheist
Agnostic
Nothing in particular
More than one religion
Something else. Please specify:
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Are you...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
relnow.NAOK == "1"
Please choose only one of the following:

Baptist
Christian Reformed
Church of Christ, or Disciples of Christ (Christian Church)
Church of God
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints (LDS/Mormon)
Congregational or United Church of Christ
Episcopalian or Anglican
Greek or Russian Orthodox
Holiness (Nazarenes, Wesleyan Church)
Jehovah’s Witness
Lutheran
Methodist
Pentecostal (Assemblies of God, Four-Square Gospel)
Presbyterian
Roman Catholic
Seventh-day Adventist
Nondenominational or Independent Church
Christian - nothing in particular
Other Christian. Please specify:

Do you consider yourself to be a/n...? (check all that apply)
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
relnow.NAOK == "1"
Please choose all that apply:

Born again Christian
Charismatic
Evangelical
Fundamentalist
None of the above
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Are you...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
relnow.NAOK == "3"
Please choose only one of the following:

Shi’a
Sunni
Other

With what religion(s) do you identify? (check all that apply)
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
relnow.NAOK == "10"
Please choose all that apply:

Christian - click for more options
Jewish
Muslim
Buddhist
Hindu
Unitarian Universalist
Atheist
Agnostic
Something else. Please specify:
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Are you...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
relother_chrs.NAOK == "Y"
Please choose only one of the following:

Baptist
Christian Reformed
Church of Christ, or Disciples of Christ (Christian Church)
Church of God
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints (LDS/Mormon)
Congregational or United Church of Christ
Episcopalian or Anglican
Greek or Russian Orthodox
Holiness (Nazarenes, Wesleyan Church)
Jehovah’s Witness
Lutheran
Methodist
Pentecostal (Assemblies of God, Four-Square Gospel)
Presbyterian
Roman Catholic
Seventh-day Adventist
Nondenominational or Independent Church
Christian - nothing in particular
Other Christian. Please specify:

Do you consider yourself to be a/n...? (check all that apply)
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
relother_chrs.NAOK == "Y"
Please choose all that apply:

Born again Christian
Charismatic
Evangelical
Fundamentalist
None of the above
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Are you...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
relother_mslm.NAOK == "Y"
Please choose only one of the following:

Shi’a
Sunni
Other

ASIDE from religion, do you consider yourself Jewish or partially Jewish?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((( ! is_empty (relnow.NAOK)) and relnow.NAOK != "2" and relnow.NAOK != "10") or
((is_empty (relother_jew.NAOK)) and (relother_chrs.NAOK == "Y" or relother_mslm.NAOK == "Y" or
relother_budd.NAOK == "Y" or relother_hind.NAOK == "Y" or relother_uu.NAOK == "Y" or relother_ath.NAOK ==
"Y" or relother_agn.NAOK == "Y" or relother_other.NAOK != "")))
Please choose only one of the following:

Yes
Yes, partially Jewish
No

{if((relnow.NAOK=="2" or relother_jew.NAOK=="Y" or jewaside.NAOK=="1" or
jewaside.NAOK=="2"), 1, 0)}
Do you consider yourself to be...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
jew.NAOK == "1"
Please choose only one of the following:

Reform
Reconstructionist
Conservative
Orthodox
Secular/culturally Jewish
Just Jewish
Other. Please specify:
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{if(famtype.NAOK=="onlymom" or famtype.NAOK=="momdad" or
famtype.NAOK=="twomoms", 'Does your MOTHER consider herself...?', 'Does
your FATHER consider himself...?')}
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
famty pe.NAOK == "onlymom" or famty pe.NAOK == "onlydad" or famty pe.NAOK == "momdad" or famty pe.NAOK ==
"dadmom" or famty pe.NAOK == "twomoms" or famty pe.NAOK == "twodads"
Please choose only one of the following:

Christian
Jewish
Muslim
Buddhist
Hindu
Unitarian Universalist
Atheist
Agnostic
Nothing in particular
Something else. Please explain:

{if(famtype.NAOK=="onlymom" or famtype.NAOK=="momdad" or
famtype.NAOK=="twomoms", "Thinking about your MOTHER'S PARENTS, was
either of them Jewish?", "Thinking about your FATHER'S PARENTS, was either
of them Jewish?")}
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(jew.NAOK == "1" or parent1relig.NAOK == "2") and (famty pe.NAOK == "onlymom" or famty pe.NAOK == "onlydad"
or famty pe.NAOK == "momdad" or famty pe.NAOK == "dadmom" or famty pe.NAOK == "twomoms" or
famty pe.NAOK == "twodads")
Please choose only one of the following:

Mother only
Father only
Both mother and father
Neither mother nor father
It's complicated. Please explain:
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{if(famtype.NAOK=="momdad", 'Does your FATHER consider himself...?',
if(famtype.NAOK=="dadmom", 'Does your MOTHER consider herself...?',
if(famtype.NAOK=="twomoms", 'Does your OTHER MOTHER consider
herself...?', 'Does your OTHER FATHER consider himself...?')))}
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
famty pe.NAOK == "momdad" or famty pe.NAOK == "dadmom" or famty pe.NAOK == "twomoms" or famty pe.NAOK
== "twodads"
Please choose only one of the following:

Christian
Jewish
Muslim
Buddhist
Hindu
Unitarian Universalist
Atheist
Agnostic
Nothing in particular
Something else. Please explain:

{if(famtype.NAOK=="momdad", "Thinking about your FATHER'S PARENTS, was
either of them Jewish?", if(famtype.NAOK=="dadmom", "Thinking about your
MOTHER'S PARENTS, was either of them Jewish?",
if(famtype.NAOK=="twomoms", "Thinking about your OTHER MOTHER'S
PARENTS, was either of them Jewish?", "Thinking about your OTHER FATHER'S
PARENTS, was either of them Jewish?")))}
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(jew.NAOK == "1" or parent2relig.NAOK == "2") and (famty pe.NAOK == "momdad" or famty pe.NAOK == "dadmom"
or famty pe.NAOK == "twomoms" or famty pe.NAOK == "twodads")
Please choose only one of the following:

Mother only
Father only
Both mother and father
Neither mother nor father
It's complicated. Please explain:
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So that we understand correctly, could you please explain in what way you
consider yourself to be Jewish?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((jew.NAOK == "1") and (parent1relig.NAOK != "2" and parent2relig.NAOK != "2" and ( !
is_empty (parent1relig.NAOK))))
Please write your answer here:
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Religion 2
Compared to when you were in high school, are you now...?
Please choose only one of the following:

Much less religiously involved
Somewhat less religiously involved
The same
Somewhat more religiously involved
Much more religiously involved

How important is spirituality in your life today?
Please choose only one of the following:

Not at all
A little
Somewhat
Very much

How important is your religion in your life today?
Please choose only one of the following:

Not at all
A little
Somewhat
Very much
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How important is being Jewish in your life today?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
jew.NAOK == "1"
Please choose only one of the following:

Not at all
A little
Somewhat
Very much

To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
jew.NAOK == "1"
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Somewhat
agree

Agree

Strongly
agree

Being Jewish informs how
I treat others
My approach to life is
based on being Jewish
I have a strong sense of
belonging to the Jewish
people
I feel comfortable entering
a Jewish place of worship
I feel a responsibility to
take care of Jews in need
wherever they live
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Religious Activities
In the PAST 12 MONTHS, did you do anything to celebrate/observe...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
jew.NAOK == "1"
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

No

Yes

Christmas
Easter
Kwanzaa
Hanukkah
Passover
Purim
Rosh Hashanah
Shabbat
Yom Kippur
Eid al-Adha
Ramadan
Diwali
Holi
Vesak

In the PAST 12 MONTHS, did you do anything to celebrate/observe...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
jew.NAOK == "0"
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

No

Yes

Christmas
Easter
Kwanzaa
Passover
Hanukkah
Shabbat
Eid al-Adha
Ramadan
Diwali
Holi
Vesak
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In the PAST 12 MONTHS, how often, if at all, did you attend religious services?
Please choose only one of the following:

Never
Rarely
A few times a year
1-2 times a month
Once a week
More than once a week

Since coming to Penn, have you had a conversation with a Penn chaplain/clergy
person of your religion?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(relnow.NAOK != "7" or relnow.NAOK != "8" or relnow.NAOK != "9")
Please choose only one of the following:

Never
Once
More than once
There is no chaplain/clergy person for my religion here

Since coming to Penn, have you had a conversation with a Penn Hillel
professional?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
jew.NAOK == "1"
Please choose only one of the following:

Never
Once
More than once
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This academic year (201516), have you interacted with the Israel Fellow on
your campus (e.g., coffee dates, meals, oneonone meeting)?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
jew.NAOK == "1"
Please choose only one of the following:

No - there is no Israel Fellow on campus
No - don't know if there is an Israel Fellow on campus
No - but I know there is an Israel Fellow on campus
Yes

This academic year (201516), how often, if at all, did you participate in/attend
the following types of ISRAELRELATED activities?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
jew.NAOK == "1"
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Never

Once

More than
once

Celebrations/social gatherings
Israel advocacy (rallies/demonstrations)
Cultural events (concerts/film screenings)
Lectures/speakers
Cafe Ivrit/Hebrew conversation group
Fundraisers for Israeli causes
Another Israel-related activity

What is that other Israelrelated activity?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
isract_oth.NAOK == "2" or isract_oth.NAOK == "3"
Please write your answer here:
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Since coming to Penn, have you taken any course(s) specifically focusing on...?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

No

Yes

Jewish studies
Israel
Hebrew language
The Middle East
Arabic language
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Activities
We will now ask you about your activities at Penn.

Since coming to Penn, have you...?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

No

Yes

Joined a fraternity or sorority
Held a full-time or part-time job
Played club, intramural, or recreational sports
Played NCAA athletics
Studied abroad
Participated in another student club/organization

In which other student group(s) have you participated?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
campusact_othr.NAOK == "1"
Please write your answer here:

Since coming to Penn, how involved have you been in...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
jew.NAOK != "1"
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Not at all

A little

Somewhat

Very
much

Campus Christian groups (e.g., Korean Christian At
Penn, Christian Students @ Penn)
Campus Jewish groups (e.g., Chabad, Hillel)
Campus Muslim groups (e.g., Muslim Students'
Association)
Interfaith groups
Other religious groups
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Since coming to Penn, how involved have you been in...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
jew.NAOK == "1"
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Not at all

A little

Somewhat

Very
much

Campus Christian groups (e.g., Korean Christian At
Penn, Christian Students @ Penn)
Campus Muslim groups (e.g. Muslim Students'
Association)
Hillel
Chabad
Jewish Renaissance Project
Interfaith groups
Other religious groups

What was that other religious group/organization?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(religgrp_oth.NAOK == "2" or religgrp_oth.NAOK == "3" or religgrp_oth.NAOK == "4" or jreliggrp_oth.NAOK == "2"
or jreliggrp_oth.NAOK == "3" or jreliggrp_oth.NAOK == "4")
Please write your answer here:

Thinking about Hillel at Penn, to what extent do you feel...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
jew.NAOK == "1"
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Not at all

A little

Somewhat

Very much

Don't know

Welcome
Comfortable
At home

Thinking about Chabad at Penn, to what extent do you feel...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
jew.NAOK == "1"
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Not at all

A little

Somewhat

Very much

Welcome
Comfortable
At home
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Thinking about the Jewish Renaissance Project at Penn, to what extent do you
feel...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
jew.NAOK == "1"
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Not at all

A little

Somewhat

Very much

Welcome
Comfortable
At home

Thinking about your CLOSE FRIENDS at Penn, how many of them are...?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

None

Some

About
half

Most

All

Don't
know

Asian
Black/African American
Latino/a
White/Caucasian
International students
LGBTQ
Christian
Jewish
Muslim
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Opinions
To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Somewhat
agree

Agree

Strongly
agree

Don't
know

Universities
should mandate
racial and
cultural
sensitivity
training for
students, staff,
and faculty
Universities
should have a
zero tolerance
policy against
hazing for all
campus
organizations
Affirmative
action programs
are needed to
increase the
number of
minority
students on
campuses
Students, staff,
and faculty
should be
allowed to carry
legal firearms on
campuses
Universities'
endowment
funds should not
be invested in
the fossil fuel
industry
Universities
should boycott
Israeli academic
institutions and
scholars
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Israel
The next few questions are about your thoughts on Israel.

To what extent do you feel a connection to Israel?
Please choose only one of the following:

Not at all
A little
Somewhat
Very much

If someone asked you about the current situation in Israel, how confident do
you feel in your ability to give a good explanation?
Please choose only one of the following:

Not at all confident
A little confident
Somewhat confident
Very confident

In the PAST MONTH, how often did your Facebook, Twitter, or other social
media feed include stories about Israel?
Please choose only one of the following:

Don't use Facebook, Twitter, or other social media
Never
Occasionally
Often
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As part of a permanent settlement with the Palestinians, should Israel be willing
to...?
Please choose only one of the following:

Dismantle all of the Jewish settlements in the West Bank
Dismantle some of the Jewish settlements in the West Bank
Dismantle none of the Jewish settlements in the West Bank
Don't know

Over the course of your life, how many times have you been to Israel?
Please choose only one of the following:

Never
Once
Twice
Three times or more
I have lived there

Have you been to Israel...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
isrnum.NAOK == "1" or isrnum.NAOK == "2" or isrnum.NAOK == "3" or isrnum.NAOK == "4"
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

No

Yes

On a Birthright Israel trip
On another organized peer trip during college
On an organized peer trip during high school
For a semester or year abroad program
For an alternative break service program
On a trip with your family
On a work or business trip
On a vacation
Other
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What was your other Israel experience?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((isrexp_oth == "1"))
Please write your answer here:

Have you ever applied to go on a Birthright Israel trip?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
isrexp_bri.NAOK == "0" or isrnum.NAOK == "0" or ((is_empty (isrexp_bri.NAOK)) and ( ! is_empty (isrnum.NAOK)))
Please choose only one of the following:

No
Yes
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What is the MAIN reason you did not go on a Birthright Israel trip in previous
seasons?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
briapply.NAOK == "1"
Please choose only one of the following:

I was not offered a trip
There was no trip available on the dates I wanted to travel
I couldn't go on the same trip as family/friends
I had work/school obligations
I had personal/family obligations
I couldn't afford other trip expenses and/or the deposit
I had safety concerns
My parents thought it wasn't safe to go
Other

What is the MAIN reason you have not applied to go on a Birthright Israel trip?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
briapply.NAOK == "0"
Please choose only one of the following:

I was not yet 18
I have other commitments
I am ineligible for the trip
I don't want to travel to Israel
I feel Israel is not safe
I want to be older when I go
Another reason:
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Are you planning to apply {if(briapply.NAOK=="1", 'again', '')} to go on a
Birthright Israel trip?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
! (is_empty (briapply.NAOK))
Please choose only one of the following:

Yes, before I graduate
Yes, after I graduate
No
Not sure
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Hot button
In your opinion, what are the three most pressing issues at Penn right now?
Please write your answer(s) here:

1.
2.
3.
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Microaggressions
Since coming to Penn, have you PERSONALLY experienced any of the following
on campus BECAUSE of your RACIAL/ETHNIC IDENTITY, your RELIGION, your
GENDER or SEXUAL ORIENTATION, or for ANY OTHER REASON? (check all that
apply)

No

Race/
ethnicity

Religion

Gender

Sexual
orientation

For
any
other
reason

Insult or harassment on social
media
Insult or harassment in person
Physical attack
Having your views or concerns
dismissed or ignored by an
instructor
Being asked in class to offer the
perspective of your identity group
Hostile reactions from students to
your contribution to classroom
discussion
Being excluded from participating in
a group project
Being the object of jokes or teasing
Having your concerns dismissed or
ignored by campus administration
Feeling unwelcome in a campus
organization
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Please describe the incident(s).
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(mcagrsnexp_socmed_oth == "1" or mcagrsnexp_inslt_oth == "1" or mcagrsnexp_attc k_oth == "1" or
mcagrsnexp_ignor_oth == "1" or mcagrsnexp_token_oth == "1" or mcagrsnexp_cldisc_oth == "1" or
mcagrsnexp_grprj_oth == "1" or mcagrsnexp_joke_oth == "1" or mcagrsnexp_admin_oth == "1" or
mcagrsnexp_unwlc_oth == "1") or (mcagrsnexp_socmed_race == "1" or mcagrsnexp_inslt_race == "1" or
mcagrsnexp_attc k_race == "1" or mcagrsnexp_ignor_race == "1" or mcagrsnexp_token_race == "1" or
mcagrsnexp_cldisc_race == "1" or mcagrsnexp_grprj_race == "1" or mcagrsnexp_joke_race == "1" or
mcagrsnexp_admin_race == "1" or mcagrsnexp_unwlc_race == "1") or (mcagrsnexp_socmed_relig == "1" or
mcagrsnexp_inslt_relig == "1" or mcagrsnexp_attc k_relig == "1" or mcagrsnexp_ignor_relig == "1" or
mcagrsnexp_token_relig == "1" or mcagrsnexp_cldisc_relig == "1" or mcagrsnexp_grprj_relig == "1" or
mcagrsnexp_joke_relig == "1" or mcagrsnexp_admin_relig == "1" or mcagrsnexp_unwlc_relig == "1") or
(mcagrsnexp_socmed_gend == "1" or mcagrsnexp_inslt_gend == "1" or mcagrsnexp_attc k_gend == "1" or
mcagrsnexp_ignor_gend == "1" or mcagrsnexp_token_gend == "1" or mcagrsnexp_cldisc_gend == "1" or
mcagrsnexp_grprj_gend == "1" or mcagrsnexp_joke_gend == "1" or mcagrsnexp_admin_gend == "1" or
mcagrsnexp_unwlc_gend == "1") or (mcagrsnexp_socmed_sexornt == "1" or mcagrsnexp_inslt_sexornt == "1" or
mcagrsnexp_attc k_sexornt == "1" or mcagrsnexp_ignor_sexornt == "1" or mcagrsnexp_token_sexornt == "1" or
mcagrsnexp_cldisc_sexornt == "1" or mcagrsnexp_grprj_sexornt == "1" or mcagrsnexp_joke_sexornt == "1" or
mcagrsnexp_admin_sexornt == "1" or mcagrsnexp_unwlc_sexornt == "1")
Please write your answer here:
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What were the reasons (other than race/ethnicity, religion, gender, or sexual
orientation) for these experiences?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
mcagrsnexp_socmed_oth == 1 or mcagrsnexp_inslt_oth == 1 or mcagrsnexp_attc k_oth == 1 or
mcagrsnexp_ignor_oth == 1 or mcagrsnexp_token_oth == 1 or mcagrsnexp_cldisc_oth == 1 or
mcagrsnexp_grprj_oth == 1 or mcagrsnexp_joke_oth == 1 or mcagrsnexp_admin_oth == 1 or
mcagrsnexp_unwlc_oth == 1
Please write your answer here:

How often, if at all, do you feel that people at Penn accuse or blame you for
anything done by Islamic extremist terrorists BECAUSE you are Muslim?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
relnow.NAOK == "3" or relother_mslm.NAOK == "Y"
Please choose only one of the following:

Never
Occasionally
Frequently
All the time
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College Climate
Since coming to Penn, have you heard any of the following on campus by
students, professors, or Penn administration? (check all that apply)
No

By
students

By
professors

By Penn
administration

Hostile remarks toward the United
States
Hostile remarks toward Arab countries
Hostile remarks toward China
Hostile remarks toward Germany
Hostile remarks toward Iran
Hostile remarks toward Israel
Hostile remarks toward Russia
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Antisemitism
In your opinion, would you consider a person to be antisemitic if he or she...?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

No,
definitely
not

No,
probably
not

Yes,
probably

Yes,
definitely

Criticizes Israel
Does not consider Jews living in America to be
American
Would not marry a Jew
Thinks that Jews are good with money
Opposes Israel's existence as a Jewish state

Since coming to Penn, how often, if at all, have you PERSONALLY heard anyone
on campus suggest that...?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Never

Occasionally

Frequently

All the
time

Jews have too much power in America
(economy, politics, media)
Jews exploit Holocaust victimhood for their own
purposes
The Holocaust is a myth or has been
exaggerated
Israelis behave "like Nazis" towards the
Palestinians
Jews are not capable of integrating into American
society
The interests of Jews in America are very
different from the interests of everyone else
Jews are more loyal to Israel than they are to
America

How often, if at all, do you feel that people at Penn accuse or blame you for
anything done by the Israeli government BECAUSE you are Jewish?
Please choose only one of the following:

Never
Occasionally
Frequently
All the time
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More about Penn
To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about
Penn?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Somewhat
agree

Agree

Strongly
agree

Sexual assault and
harassment are taken
seriously
There is a hostile
environment toward
people of color
The concerns of minority
groups are taken seriously
Ethnic groups stick with
their own
There is a hostile
environment toward Israel
There is a lot of political
activism
There is a hostile
environment toward Jews
There is a hostile
environment toward
Muslims
There is tolerance toward
all religious groups
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Final Thoughts
At Penn, when talking with your peers, how comfortable do you feel expressing
your opinion about...?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Not at all

A little

Somewhat

Very
much

Race relations in America
The Israeli-Palestinian conflict
Sexual assault on campus
Climate change

Which of the following affect your comfort level in discussing race relations in
America with your peers? (check all that apply)
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
issuetalk_race.NAOK == "1" or issuetalk_race.NAOK == "2"
Please choose all that apply:

I don't know much about this topic
I have no opinion
I have a minority opinion
The discourse on this topic feels hostile to me
I don't feel like I have a part in this conversation
Other reason. Please explain::
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Which of the following affect your comfort level in discussing the Israeli
Palestinian conflict with your peers? (check all that apply)
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
issuetalk_conf.NAOK == "1" or issuetalk_conf.NAOK == "2"
Please choose all that apply:

I don't know much about this topic
I have no opinion
I have a minority opinion
The discourse on this topic feels hostile to me
I don't feel like I have a part in this conversation
Other reason. Please explain::

Which of the following affect your comfort level in discussing sexual assault on
campus with your peers? (check all that apply)
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
issuetalk_asslt.NAOK == "1" or issuetalk_asslt.NAOK == "2"
Please choose all that apply:

I don't know much about this topic
I have no opinion
I have a minority opinion
The discourse on this topic feels hostile to me
I don't feel like I have a part in this conversation
Other reason. Please explain::
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Which of the following affect your comfort level in discussing climate change
with your peers? (check all that apply)
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
issuetalk_climch.NAOK == "1" or issuetalk_climch.NAOK == "2"
Please choose all that apply:

I don't know much about this topic
I have no opinion
I have a minority opinion
The discourse on this topic feels hostile to me
I don't feel like I have a part in this conversation
Other reason. Please explain::

To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Somewhat
agree

Agree

Strongly
agree

There is a lot of
hateful/offensive speech
on campus
Unpopular opinions can be
expressed freely
Professors make
excessive use of "trigger
warnings"
Penn faculty are
committed to nurturing
their students
I have made lasting
friendships at Penn

At Penn, overall, to what extent do you feel...?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Not at all

A little

Somewhat

Very much

Comfortable
Safe
That you belong
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You're almost done. MAKE SURE to click the "next" button at the bottom of the
page so we can send you your gift card.
To conclude, is there anything else you would like to add about your experiences
or the campus climate at Penn?
Please write your answer here:
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02-15-2016 – 10:43
Submit your survey.
Thank you for completing this survey.
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Harvard Campus Study (2016-2017)
Thank you for participating in this research on Harvard undergraduate students. The study focuses on
identity, opinions, experiences, and observations of diversity and inclusion on campus.
Completing this survey will take about 15 minutes and when you are done you will receive a $10
Amazon.com gift card in appreciation of your time. Your responses are very valuable.
This research is being conducted by Professor Mnookin of the Harvard Negotiation Research Project and
Professor Saxe of the Brandeis Steinhardt Social Research Institute.
You must be at least 18 years old and a second, third or fourth year undergraduate student at
Harvard to participate in the survey .
Your individual responses will be kept strictly confidential and only aggregate data will be reported. No one
outside the SSRI research team will have access to the data. Your participation in the survey is entirely
voluntary. If you wish, you may decline to answer specific questions, and you may conclude the survey at
any point.
If you have any questions or concerns regarding the survey, please call us at 781-736-3821.
You may also contact the Brandeis Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects (781-736-8133,
irb@brandeis.edu). This committee works to safeguard the interests of individuals who participate in
Brandeis-sponsored research.
To begin the survey click on the "Next" button below
There are 95 questions in this survey

.

Screener
[]Are you currently an UNDERGRADUATE student at
Harvard? *
Please choose only one of the following:

No
Yes

[]Are you currently in your...? *
Please choose only one of the following:

First year (Freshman)
Second year (Sophomore)
Third year (Junior)
Fourth year (Senior)
Other

[]In which undergraduate house do you live (or are you
affiliated with)? *
Please choose only one of the following:
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Adams House
Cabot House
Currier House
Dunster House
Eliot House
Kirkland House
Leverett House
Lowell House
Mather House
Pforzheimer House
Quincy House
Winthrop House
In freshman housing
In off-campus housing

About You
[]We'll start by asking you a few questions about
yourself.
[]In what year were you born?
Please choose only one of the following:

1997
1996
1995
1994
1993
1992
1991
1990
1989
1988 or earlier

[]Are you...?
Please choose only one of the following:

Male
Female
Other

[]Do you consider yourself...? (check all that apply)
Please choose all that apply:
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Heterosexual/straight
Gay or lesbian
Bisexual
Queer
Other. Please specify::

[]Are you an international student?
Please choose only one of the following:

No
Yes

[]What country are you from?
Please write your answer here:

[]When you applied to Harvard, were you living in the
United States?
Please choose only one of the following:

No
Yes

[]What was your zip code?
Please write your answer here:

[]Where were you living?
Please write your answer here:

[]Since coming to Harvard, have you...?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

No

Yes

Joined a fraternity or sorority
Joined a Final Club
Held a full-time or part-time job
Studied abroad
Played NCAA athletics

Elections
[]This section asks about the recent 2016 elections.
[]In the election for President of the United States in
2016, did you...?
Please choose only one of the following:
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Definitely vote
Definitely not vote

[]Are you eligible to vote?
Please choose only one of the following:

No
Yes

[]In terms of political views, people often classify
themselves as "liberal" or "conservative." Where would
you place yourself on this scale?
Please choose only one of the following:

Extremely liberal
Liberal
Slightly liberal
Moderate
Slightly conservative
Conservative
Extremely conservative

[]Do you think things in this country are generally going
in the right direction or do you feel things have gotten
pretty seriously off on the wrong track?
Please choose only one of the following:

Right direction
Wrong track

Growing Up
[]We would like to ask about your parent(s) or the
adult(s) who raised you. What is the best way to refer
to them?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Mother

Father

None

Other

Parent 1
Parent 2

[]{if(((parents_prnt1.NAOK == "mthr" and
parents_prnt2.NAOK == "") or (parents_prnt1.NAOK
== "none" and parents_prnt2.NAOK == "mthr") or
(parents_prnt2.NAOK == "none" and
parents_prnt1.NAOK == "mthr") or
(parents_prnt2.NAOK == "mthr" and
parents_prnt1.NAOK == "")), 'onlymom',
https://cmjssurvey.com/index.php?r=admin/printablesurvey/sa/index/surveyid/725633
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if(((parents_prnt1.NAOK == "none" and
parents_prnt2.NAOK == "fthr") or
(parents_prnt2.NAOK == "none" and
parents_prnt1.NAOK == "fthr") or
(parents_prnt1.NAOK == "fthr" and
parents_prnt2.NAOK == "") or (parents_prnt2.NAOK
== "fthr" and parents_prnt1.NAOK == "")), 'onlydad',
if((parents_prnt1.NAOK == "mthr" and
parents_prnt2.NAOK == "fthr"), 'momdad',
if((parents_prnt1.NAOK == "fthr" and
parents_prnt2.NAOK == "mthr"), 'dadmom',
if((parents_prnt1.NAOK == "mthr" and
parents_prnt2.NAOK == "mthr"), 'twomoms',
if((parents_prnt1.NAOK == "fthr" and
parents_prnt2.NAOK == "fthr"), 'twodads',
if((parents_prnt1.NAOK == "mthr" and
parents_prnt2.NAOK == "othr"), 'momguard', if
((parents_prnt1.NAOK == "othr" and
parents_prnt2.NAOK == "mthr"), 'guardmom',
if((parents_prnt1.NAOK == "fthr" and
parents_prnt2.NAOK == "othr"), 'dadguard',
if((parents_prnt1.NAOK == "othr" and
parents_prnt2.NAOK == "fthr"), 'guarddad',
if(((parents_prnt1.NAOK=="othr" and
parents_prnt2.NAOK=="") or
(parents_prnt1.NAOK=="" and
parents_prnt2.NAOK=="othr") or
(parents_prnt1.NAOK=="none" and
parents_prnt2.NAOK=="othr") or
(parents_prnt1.NAOK=="othr" and
parents_prnt2.NAOK=="none")), 'onlyguard',
if((parents_prnt1.NAOK=="othr" and
parents_prnt2.NAOK=="othr"), 'twoguards',
'none'))))))))))))}
[]Who is this other person who raised you? We will refer
to him/her as your guardian.
Please write your answer here:

[]Who are the people who raised you? We will refer to
them as your guardians.
Please write your answer here:
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[]When you were growing up, what languages were
spoken in your home? (check all that apply)
Please choose all that apply:

Arabic
Chinese
English
French
Russian
Spanish
Other:

[]{if(famtype.NAOK=="onlymom" or
famtype.NAOK=="momdad" or
famtype.NAOK=="twomoms" or
famtype.NAOK=="momguard", 'What is the highest
level of formal education obtained by your MOTHER?',
if(famtype.NAOK=="onlydad" or
famtype.NAOK=="dadmom" or
famtype.NAOK=="twodads" or
famtype.NAOK=="dadguard", 'What is the highest level
of formal education obtained by your FATHER?', 'What
is the highest level of formal education obtained by your
GUARDIAN?'))}
Please choose only one of the following:

Junior high/Middle school or less
Some high school
High school graduate
Postsecondary school other than college
Some college
College degree
Some graduate school
Graduate degree

[]{if(famtype.NAOK=="momdad" or
famtype.NAOK=="guarddad", 'What is the highest level
of formal education obtained by your FATHER?',
if(famtype.NAOK=="dadmom" or
famtype.NAOK=="guardmom", 'What is the highest
level of formal education obtained by your MOTHER?',
if(famtype.NAOK=="momguard" or
famtype.NAOK=="dadguard", 'What is the highest level
of formal education obtained by your GUARDIAN?',
if(famtype.NAOK=="twomoms", 'What is the highest
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level of formal education obtained by your OTHER
MOTHER?', if(famtype.NAOK=="twodads", 'What is the
highest level of formal education obtained by your
OTHER FATHER?', 'What is the highest level of formal
education obtained by your OTHER GUARDIAN?')))))}
Please choose only one of the following:

Junior high/Middle school or less
Some high school
High school graduate
Postsecondary school other than college
Some college
College degree
Some graduate school
Graduate degree

[]{if(famtype.NAOK == "onlymom" or famtype.NAOK
== "momdad" or famtype.NAOK == "twomoms" or
famtype.NAOK == "momguard", 'Does your MOTHER
consider herself...?', if(famtype.NAOK == "onlydad" or
famtype.NAOK == "dadmom" or famtype.NAOK ==
"twodads" or famtype.NAOK == "dadguard", 'Does your
FATHER consider himself...?', 'Does your GUARDIAN
consider him/herself...?'))}
Please choose only one of the following:

Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)
Jewish
Muslim
Buddhist
Hindu
Unitarian Universalist
Atheist
Agnostic
Nothing in particular
Something else. Please explain:

[]{if(famtype.NAOK == "momdad" or famtype.NAOK
== "guarddad", 'Does your FATHER consider
himself...?', if(famtype.NAOK == "dadmom" or
famtype.NAOK == "guardmom", 'Does your MOTHER
consider herself...?', if(famtype.NAOK=="momguard" or
famtype.NAOK=="dadguard", 'Does your GUARDIAN
consider him/herself...?', if(famtype.NAOK ==
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"twomoms", 'Does your OTHER MOTHER consider
herself...', if(famtype.NAOK == "twodads", 'Does your
OTHER FATHER consider himself...?', 'Does your OTHER
GUARDIAN consider him/herself...?')))))}
Please choose only one of the following:

Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)
Jewish
Muslim
Buddhist
Hindu
Unitarian Universalist
Atheist
Agnostic
Nothing in particular
Something else. Please explain:

[]Thinking about when you were a child, in what
religion were you primarily raised, if any?
Please choose only one of the following:

Christian - click for more options
Jewish
Muslim
Buddhist
Hindu
Unitarian Universalist
Atheist
Agnostic
Nothing in particular
More than one religion
Something else. Please specify:

[]In what religion(s) were you raised? (check all that
apply)
Please choose all that apply:

Christian - click for more options
Jewish
Muslim
Buddhist
Hindu
Unitarian Universalist
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Atheist
Agnostic
Something else. Please specify:

[]Were you raised...?
Please choose only one of the following:

Baptist
Christian Reformed
Church of Christ, or Disciples of Christ (Christian Church)
Church of God
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints (LDS/Mormon)
Congregational or United Church of Christ
Episcopalian or Anglican
Greek or Russian Orthodox
Holiness (Nazarenes, Wesleyan Church)
Jehovah’s Witness
Lutheran
Methodist
Pentecostal (Assemblies of God, Four-Square Gospel)
Presbyterian
Roman Catholic
Seventh-day Adventist
Nondenominational or Independent Church
None in particular
Other Christian. Please specify:

[]ASIDE from religion, were you raised Jewish or
partially Jewish?
Please choose only one of the following:

Yes
Yes, partially Jewish
No

[]{if((relraised.NAOK=="2" or
relraisedoth_jew.NAOK=="Y" or
raisedjewaside.NAOK=="1" or
raisedjewaside.NAOK=="2"), 1, 0)}
[]Thinking about your Jewish upbringing were you
raised...
Please choose only one of the following:

Reform
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Reconstructionist
Conservative
Orthodox
Secular/Culturally Jewish
Just Jewish
Other. Please specify:

Religion and Ethnicity
[]The next questions are about your ethnicity and
current religion.
[]Do you describe yourself as...? (check all that apply)
Please choose all that apply:

American Indian/Alaskan Native
Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander
Arab
Black/African American
East Asian (e.g., Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Taiwanese)
South Asian (e.g., Indian, Pakistani, Nepalese, Sri Lankan)
Southeast Asian (e.g., Cambodian, Vietnamese, Hmong, Filipino)
Other Asian
White/Caucasian
Other:

[]Are you...? (check all that apply)
Please choose all that apply:

Mexican American/Chicano/a
Puerto Rican
Other Latino/a
None of the above

[]What is YOUR CURRENT religion, if any?
Please choose only one of the following:

Christian - click for more options
Jewish
Muslim
Buddhist
Hindu
Unitarian Universalist
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Atheist
Agnostic
Nothing in particular
More than one religion
Something else. Please specify:

[]With what religion(s) do you identify? (check all that
apply)
Please choose all that apply:

Christian - click for more options
Jewish
Muslim
Buddhist
Hindu
Unitarian Universalist
Atheist
Agnostic
Something else. Please specify:

[]Are you...?
Please choose only one of the following:

Baptist
Christian Reformed
Church of Christ, or Disciples of Christ (Christian Church)
Church of God
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints (LDS/Mormon)
Congregational or United Church of Christ
Episcopalian or Anglican
Greek or Russian Orthodox
Holiness (Nazarenes, Wesleyan Church)
Jehovah’s Witness
Lutheran
Methodist
Pentecostal (Assemblies of God, Four-Square Gospel)
Presbyterian
Roman Catholic
Seventh-day Adventist
Nondenominational or Independent Church
Christian - nothing in particular
Other Christian. Please specify:
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[]Do you CURRENTLY consider yourself to be a/n...?
(check all that apply)
Please choose all that apply:

Born again Christian
Charismatic
Evangelical
Fundamentalist
None of the above

[]Are you...?
Please choose only one of the following:

Shi’a
Sunni
Other

[]ASIDE from religion, do you CURRENTLY consider
yourself Jewish or partially Jewish?
Please choose only one of the following:

Yes
Yes, partially Jewish
No

[]{if((relnow.NAOK == "2" or relother_jew.NAOK ==
"Y" or jewaside.NAOK == "1" or jewaside.NAOK ==
"2"), 1, 0)}
[]Do you consider yourself to be...?
Please choose only one of the following:

Reform
Reconstructionist
Conservative
Orthodox
Secular/culturally Jewish
Just Jewish
Other. Please specify:

[]So that we understand correctly, could you please
explain in what way you consider yourself to be Jewish?
Please write your answer here:
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[]To you personally, to what extent is being Jewish a
matter of...?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Not at all

A little

Somewhat

Very much

Nationality
Cultural group
Ethnic group
Lifestyle
Religious group
Peoplehood

Religion 2
[]How important is your religion in your life today?
Please choose only one of the following:

Not at all
A little
Somewhat
Very much

[]How important is spirituality in your life today?
Please choose only one of the following:

Not at all
A little
Somewhat
Very much

[]How important is being Jewish in your life today?
Please choose only one of the following:

Not at all
A little
Somewhat
Very much

[]To what extent do you agree or disagree with the
following statements?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:
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Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Somewhat
agree

Agree

Strongly
agree

Being Jewish
informs how I
treat others
My approach to
life is based on
being Jewish
I have a strong
sense of
belonging to the
Jewish people
I feel a
responsibility to
take care of
Jews in need
wherever they
live
I enjoy the
feeling of
community with
other Jews
Judaism helps
me experience
a higher power
Judaism offers
me comfort
Observing
Jewish
traditions is just
a habit for me
Being Jewish
gives me a
sense of pride

[]To what extent do you agree or disagree with the
following statements?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Somewhat
agree

Agree

Strongly
agree

I enjoy the
feeling of
community
with others
who share my
religion
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Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Somewhat
agree

Agree

Strongly
agree

My religion
informs how I
treat others
Religion helps
me
experience a
higher power
Religion offers
me comfort
Observing my
religion's
traditions is
just a habit for
me
My religion
gives me a
sense of pride
My approach
to life is based
on religion

[]How important is your Jewish identity when making
decisions in the following areas of your life?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Not at all

A little

Somewhat

Very
much

Where you volunteer/engage in social
justice work
Whom you date
What career you pursue
Your political views

[]Compared to when you were in high school, are you
now...?
Please choose only one of the following:

Much less religiously involved
Somewhat less religiously involved
The same
Somewhat more religiously involved
Much more religiously involved

[]Since coming to Harvard, have you explored religious
traditions/practices other than those with which you
were raised?
Please choose only one of the following:
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No
Yes

[]Which religious traditions/practices did you explore?
Please write your answer here:

Religious Activities
[]In the PAST 12 MONTHS, did you do anything to
celebrate/observe...?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

No

Yes

Christmas
Easter
Kwanzaa
Hanukkah
Passover
Purim
Rosh Hashanah
Shabbat
Yom Kippur
Eid al-Adha
Ramadan
Diwali
Holi
Vesak

[]In the PAST 12 MONTHS, did you do anything to
celebrate/observe...?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

No

Yes

Christmas
Easter
Kwanzaa
Passover
Hanukkah
Shabbat
Eid al-Adha
Ramadan
Diwali
Holi
Vesak

[]In the PAST 12 MONTHS, how often, if at all, did you
attend religious services?
Please choose only one of the following:

Never
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Rarely
A few times a year
1-2 times a month
Once a week
More than once a week

[]Since coming to Harvard, how involved have you been
in...?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Not at
all

A little

Somewhat

Very
much

Campus Christian groups/organizations (e.g.,
Christians on Campus, Catholic Student
Center)
Campus Jewish groups/organizations (e.g.,
Chabad, Hillel, PJA, Meor)
Campus Muslim groups/organizations (e.g.,
Harvard Islamic Society)
Interfaith groups/organizations
Other religious groups/organizations

[]What was that other religious group/organization?
Please write your answer here:

[]Since coming to Harvard, have you had a
conversation with a Harvard chaplain/clergy person of
your religion?
Please choose only one of the following:

Never
Once
More than once
There is no chaplain/clergy person for my religion here

Hot Button
[]In your opinion, what are the three most pressing
issues at Harvard right now?
Please write your answer(s) here:

1.

2.
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3.

Microagressions
[]Since coming to Harvard, have you PERSONALLY
experienced any of the following on campus BECAUSE
of your RACIAL/ETHNIC IDENTITY, your RELIGION,
your GENDER or SEXUAL ORIENTATION, or for ANY
OTHER REASON? (check all that apply)

No

Race/
ethnicity

Religion

Gender

Sexual
orientation

For
any
other
reason

Insult or harassment on
social media
Insult or harassment in
person
Physical attack
Having your views or
concerns dismissed or
ignored by an instructor
Being asked in class to
offer the perspective of
your identity group
Hostile reactions from
students to your
contribution to classroom
discussion
Being excluded from
participating in a group
project
Being the object of jokes
or teasing
Having your concerns
dismissed or ignored by
campus administration
Feeling unwelcome in a
campus organization

[]Please describe the incident(s).
Please write your answer here:
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[]What were the reasons (other than race/ethnicity,
religion, gender, or sexual orientation) for these
experiences?
Please write your answer here:

[]How often, if at all, do you feel that people at Harvard
accuse or blame you for anything done by Islamic
extremist terrorists BECAUSE you are Muslim?
Please choose only one of the following:

Never
Occasionally
Frequently
All the time

Opinions
[]To what extent do you agree or disagree with the
following statements?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Somewhat
agree

https://cmjssurvey.com/index.php?r=admin/printablesurvey/sa/index/surveyid/725633
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Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Somewhat
agree

Agree

Strongly
agree

Don't
know

Universities
should
mandate
racial and
cultural
sensitivity
training for
students,
staff, and
faculty
Universities
should have
a zero
tolerance
policy
against
hazing for all
campus
organizations
Affirmative
action
programs are
needed to
increase the
number of
minority
students on
campuses
Universities
should pay
all of their
employees a
living wage
Universities'
endowment
funds should
not be
invested in
the fossil fuel
industry
Universities
should
boycott
Israeli
academic
institutions
and scholars
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College Climate
[]Below are a few more questions about Harvard.
[]Since coming to Harvard, how many of your CLOSE
FRIENDS have been...?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

None

Some

About
half

Most

All

Don't
know

Asian
Black/African American
Latino/a
White/Caucasian
International students
LGBTQ
Christian
Jewish
Muslim

[]Since coming to Harvard, have you heard any of the
following on campus by students, professors, or
Harvard administration? (check all that apply)
No

By
students

By
professors

By Harvard
administration

Hostile remarks toward America
Hostile remarks toward Arab
countries
Hostile remarks toward China
Hostile remarks toward Iran
Hostile remarks toward Israel
Hostile remarks toward Russia

[]Since coming to Harvard, how often, if at all, have
you PERSONALLY heard anyone on campus suggest
that...?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Never

Occasionally

Frequently

All
the
time

Jews have too much power in America
Jews exploit Holocaust victimhood
The Holocaust is a myth or has been
exaggerated
Israelis behave "like Nazis" towards the
Palestinians
Jews are not capable of integrating into
American society
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Never

Occasionally

All
the
time

Frequently

The interests of Jews in America are very
different from the interests of other
Americans
Jews are more loyal to Israel than they
are to America

[]In your opinion, would you consider a person to be
antisemitic if he or she...?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

No,
definitely
not

No,
probably
not

Yes,
probably

Yes,
definitely

Criticizes Israel
Does not consider Jews living in America to
be American
Opposes Israel's existence as a Jewish
state

[]How often, if at all, do you feel that people at
Harvard accuse or blame you for anything done by the
Israeli government BECAUSE you are Jewish?
Please choose only one of the following:

Never
Occasionally
Frequently
All the time

Israel
[]The next few questions are about your thoughts on
Israel.
[]To what extent do you feel a connection to Israel?
Please choose only one of the following:

Not at all
A little
Somewhat
Very much

[]As part of a permanent settlement with the
Palestinians, should Israel be willing to...?
Please choose only one of the following:

Dismantle all of the Jewish settlements in the West Bank
Dismantle some of the Jewish settlements in the West Bank
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Dismantle none of the Jewish settlements in the West Bank
Don't know

[]When talking with your peers at Harvard...
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Not at
all

A little

Somewhat

Very
much

How confident do you feel in your ability to
give a good explanation of the current
situation in Israel?
Does the discourse on the IsraeliPalestinian conflict feel hostile to you?

[]Over the course of your life, how many times have
you been to Israel?
Please choose only one of the following:

Never
Once
Twice
Three times or more
I have lived there

[]Have you ever applied to go on a Birthright Israel
trip?
Please choose only one of the following:

No
Yes - applied and went
Yes - applied but didn't go

[]Have you ever applied to go on a Birthright Israel
trip?
Please choose only one of the following:

No
Yes, but I didn't go

[]What is the MAIN reason you did not go on a
Birthright Israel trip in previous seasons?
Please choose only one of the following:

I was not offered a trip
There was no trip available on the dates I wanted to travel
I couldn't go on the same trip as family/friends
I had work/school obligations
I had personal/family obligations
I couldn't afford other trip expenses and/or the deposit
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I had safety concerns
My parents thought it wasn't safe to go
Other

[]What is the MAIN reason you have not applied to go
on a Birthright Israel trip?
Please choose only one of the following:

I was not yet 18
I have other commitments
I am ineligible for the trip
I don't want to travel to Israel
I feel Israel is not safe
I want to be older when I go
Another reason:

[]Are you planning to apply to go on a Birthright Israel
trip?
Please choose only one of the following:

Yes, before I graduate
Yes, after I graduate
No
Not sure

More about Harvard
[]To what extent do you agree or disagree with the
following statements about Harvard?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Somewhat
agree

Agree

Strongly
agree

Sexual assault
and harassment
are taken
seriously
There is a
hostile
environment
toward people
of color
The concerns of
minority groups
are taken
seriously
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Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Somewhat
agree

Agree

Strongly
agree

Ethnic groups
stick with their
own
There is a
hostile
environment
toward Israel
There is a lot of
political activism
There is a
hostile
environment
toward Jews
There is a
hostile
environment
toward Muslims
There is
tolerance
toward all
religious groups
There is a
hostile
environemnt
toward women

[]To what extent do you agree that the Harvard
administration...
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Somewhat
agree

Agree

Strongly
agree

Responded
appropriately to
the men's
soccer team's
"scouting
reports" on
female athletes
Was right to
impose
sanctions on
single gender
student
organizations

[]At Harvard, when talking with your peers, how
comfortable do you feel expressing your thoughts
about...?
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Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Not at all

A little

Somewhat

Very much

Race relations in America
The Israeli-Palestinian
conflict
Sexual assault on campus
Climate change
Your religious beliefs

[]What is the primary reason you don't feel completely
comfortable discussing RACE RELATIONS in America
with your peers?
Please choose only one of the following:

I don't know much about this topic
I have no opinion
I have a minority opinion
The discourse about this topic feels hostile to me
I don't feel like I have a part in this conversation
Other reason. Please explain:

[]What is the primary reason you don't feel completely
comfortable discussing the ISRAELI-PALESTINIAN
CONFLICT with your peers?
Please choose only one of the following:

I don't know much about this topic
I have no opinion
I have a minority opinion
The discourse about this topic feels hostile to me
I don't feel like I have a part in this conversation
Other reason. Please explain:

[]What is the primary reason you don't feel completely
comfortable discussing SEXUAL ASSAULT on campus
with your peers?
Please choose only one of the following:

I don't know much about this topic
I have no opinion
I have a minority opinion
The discourse about this topic feels hostile to me
I don't feel like I have a part in this conversation
Other reason. Please explain:
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[]What is the primary reason you don't feel completely
comfortable discussing CLIMATE CHANGE with your
peers?
Please choose only one of the following:

I don't know much about this topic
I have no opinion
I have a minority opinion
The discourse about this topic feels hostile to me
I don't feel like I have a part in this conversation
Other reason. Please explain:

[]What is the primary reason you don't feel completely
comfortable discussing your RELIGIOUS BELIEFS with
your peers?
Please write your answer here:

More About Harvard 2
[]To what extent do you agree or disagree with the
following statements about Harvard?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Somewhat
agree

Agree

Strongly
agree

There is a lot of
hateful/offensive
speech on
campus
Unpopular
opinions can be
expressed freely
Professors
make excessive
use of "trigger
warnings"
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Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Somewhat
agree

Agree

Strongly
agree

Socio-economic
status plays a
big role in
campus social
life
Students feel a
sense of
community
within their
house
Harvard faculty
are committed
to nurturing their
students
Students often
feel lonely

[]At Harvard, overall, to what extent do you feel...?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Not at all

A little

Somewhat

Very much

Comfortable
Safe
That you belong

Final Thoughts
[]To conclude, is there anything else you would like to
add about your experiences at Harvard?
Please write your answer here:

[]To receive your $10 Amazon.com gift card please
enter your HARVARD email in the box below. Gift codes
will only be sent to valid Harvard email addresses. The
gift code will be sent within 2 business days.
Please write your answer here:
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12-11-2016 – 12:09
Submit your survey.
Thank you for completing this survey.
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Michigan Campus Study (2017)
Thank you for participating in this research on University of Michigan (UMich) undergraduate students. The
study focuses on identity, opinions, experiences, and observations of diversity and inclusion on campus.
Completing this survey will take about 15 minutes and when you are done you will receive a $10
Amazon.com gift card in appreciation of your time. Your responses are very valuable.
This research is being conducted by Sandra Levitsky, Associate Professor of Sociology at UMich and
Professor Leonard Saxe of the Brandeis Steinhardt Social Research Institute.
You must be at least 18 years old and an undergraduate student at UMich to participate in the
survey .
Your individual responses will be kept strictly confidential and only aggregate data will be reported. No one
outside the SSRI research team will have access to the data. Your participation in the survey is entirely
voluntary. If you wish, you may decline to answer specific questions, and you may conclude the survey at
any point.
This study has been approved by the Brandeis University Institutional Review Board, and the UM Health
Sciences and Behavioral Sciences IRB is aware of the study. If you have any questions or concerns
regarding the survey, please email campusstudy@brandeis.edu (mailto:campusstudy@brandeis.edu) or
call us at 781-736-3821. You may also contact the Brandeis Committee for the Protection of Human
Subjects (781-736-8133, irb@brandeis.edu (mailto:irb@brandeis.edu)). This committee works to safeguard
the interests of individuals who participate in Brandeis-sponsored research.
To begin the survey click on the "Next" button below
There are 101 questions in this survey

.

Screener
[]Are you currently an UNDERGRADUATE student at
UMich? *
Please choose only one of the following:

No
Yes

About You
[]We'll start by asking you a few questions about
yourself.
[]Are you currently in your...?
Please choose only one of the following:

First year (Freshman)
Second year (Sophomore)
Third year (Junior)
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Fourth year (Senior)
Other

[]In which school(s) are you enrolled?
Check all that apply.

Please choose all that apply:

Architecture & Urban Planning
Art & Design
Business
Education
Engineering
Information
Kinesiology
Literature, Science, and the Arts
Medicine
Music, Theatre & Dance
Natural Resources & Environment
Nursing
Pharmacy
Public Policy

[]Have you decided on your major(s)?
Please choose only one of the following:

No
Yes. Please specify:

[]Are you curently living...?
Please choose only one of the following:

On campus
With parents or relatives
In other off-campus housing

[]Are you an international student?
Please choose only one of the following:

No
Yes

[]We would like to ask about your parent(s) or the
adult(s) who raised you on the next page. What is the
best way to refer to them?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Mother

Father

None

Other
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Mother

Father

None

Other

Parent 1
Parent 2

[]{if(((parents_prnt1.NAOK == "mthr" and
parents_prnt2.NAOK == "") or (parents_prnt1.NAOK
== "none" and parents_prnt2.NAOK == "mthr") or
(parents_prnt2.NAOK == "none" and
parents_prnt1.NAOK == "mthr") or
(parents_prnt2.NAOK == "mthr" and
parents_prnt1.NAOK == "")), 'onlymom',
if(((parents_prnt1.NAOK == "none" and
parents_prnt2.NAOK == "fthr") or
(parents_prnt2.NAOK == "none" and
parents_prnt1.NAOK == "fthr") or
(parents_prnt1.NAOK == "fthr" and
parents_prnt2.NAOK == "") or (parents_prnt2.NAOK
== "fthr" and parents_prnt1.NAOK == "")), 'onlydad',
if((parents_prnt1.NAOK == "mthr" and
parents_prnt2.NAOK == "fthr"), 'momdad',
if((parents_prnt1.NAOK == "fthr" and
parents_prnt2.NAOK == "mthr"), 'dadmom',
if((parents_prnt1.NAOK == "mthr" and
parents_prnt2.NAOK == "mthr"), 'twomoms',
if((parents_prnt1.NAOK == "fthr" and
parents_prnt2.NAOK == "fthr"), 'twodads',
if((parents_prnt1.NAOK == "mthr" and
parents_prnt2.NAOK == "othr"), 'momguard', if
((parents_prnt1.NAOK == "othr" and
parents_prnt2.NAOK == "mthr"), 'guardmom',
if((parents_prnt1.NAOK == "fthr" and
parents_prnt2.NAOK == "othr"), 'dadguard',
if((parents_prnt1.NAOK == "othr" and
parents_prnt2.NAOK == "fthr"), 'guarddad',
if(((parents_prnt1.NAOK=="othr" and
parents_prnt2.NAOK=="") or
(parents_prnt1.NAOK=="" and
parents_prnt2.NAOK=="othr") or
(parents_prnt1.NAOK=="none" and
parents_prnt2.NAOK=="othr") or
(parents_prnt1.NAOK=="othr" and
parents_prnt2.NAOK=="none")), 'onlyguard',
if((parents_prnt1.NAOK=="othr" and
parents_prnt2.NAOK=="othr"), 'twoguards',
'none'))))))))))))}
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[]Who is this other person who raised you? We will refer
to him/her as your guardian.
Please write your answer here:

[]Who are the people who raised you? We will refer to
them as your guardians.
Please write your answer here:

[]What country are you from?
Please write your answer here:

[]When you applied to UMich, were you living in the
United States?
Please choose only one of the following:

No
Yes

[]What was your zip code?
Please write your answer here:

[]Where were you living?
Please write your answer here:

[]In what year were you born?
Please choose only one of the following:

1998
1997
1996
1995
1994
1993
1992
1991
1990
1989
1988 or earlier

[]Are you...?
Please choose only one of the following:
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Male
Female
Other

[]Do you consider yourself...?
Check all that apply.

Please choose all that apply:

Heterosexual/straight
Gay or lesbian
Bisexual
Queer
Other. Please specify::

[]Since coming to UMich, have you...?
Check all that apply.

Please choose all that apply:

Joined a fraternity or sorority
Lived in a cooperative
Held a full-time or part-time job
Played club, intramural, or recreational sports
Studied abroad
Played NCAA athletics
None of the above

Growing Up
[]Now we'll ask you a few questions about your parents
and upbringing.
[]When you were growing up, what languages were
spoken in your home?
Check all that apply.

Please choose all that apply:

Arabic
Chinese
English
French
Russian
Spanish
Other:
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[]{if(famtype.NAOK=="onlymom" or
famtype.NAOK=="momdad" or
famtype.NAOK=="twomoms" or
famtype.NAOK=="momguard", 'What is the highest
level of formal education obtained by your MOTHER?',
if(famtype.NAOK=="onlydad" or
famtype.NAOK=="dadmom" or
famtype.NAOK=="twodads" or
famtype.NAOK=="dadguard", 'What is the highest level
of formal education obtained by your FATHER?', 'What
is the highest level of formal education obtained by your
GUARDIAN?'))}
Please choose only one of the following:

Junior high/Middle school or less
Some high school
High school graduate
Postsecondary school other than college
Some college
College degree
Some graduate school
Graduate degree

[]{if(famtype.NAOK == "onlymom" or famtype.NAOK
== "momdad" or famtype.NAOK == "twomoms" or
famtype.NAOK == "momguard", 'Does your MOTHER
consider herself...?', if(famtype.NAOK == "onlydad" or
famtype.NAOK == "dadmom" or famtype.NAOK ==
"twodads" or famtype.NAOK == "dadguard", 'Does your
FATHER consider himself...?', 'Does your GUARDIAN
consider him/herself...?'))}
Please choose only one of the following:

Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)
Jewish
Muslim
Buddhist
Hindu
Unitarian Universalist
Atheist
Agnostic
Nothing in particular
Something else. Please explain:
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[]{if(famtype.NAOK=="onlymom" or
famtype.NAOK=="momdad" or
famtype.NAOK=="twomoms" or
famtype.NAOK=="momguard", 'Thinking about your
MOTHER'S PARENTS, were either of them Jewish?',
if(famtype.NAOK=="onlydad" or
famtype.NAOK=="dadmom" or
famtype.NAOK=="twodads" or
famtype.NAOK=="dadguard", 'Thinking about your
FATHER'S PARENTS, were either of them Jewish?',
'Thinking about your GUARDIAN'S PARENTS, were
either of them Jewish?'))}
Please choose only one of the following:

Mother only
Father only
Both mother and father
Neither mother nor father
It's complicated. Please explain:

[]{if(famtype.NAOK=="momdad" or
famtype.NAOK=="guarddad", 'What is the highest level
of formal education obtained by your FATHER?',
if(famtype.NAOK=="dadmom" or
famtype.NAOK=="guardmom", 'What is the highest
level of formal education obtained by your MOTHER?',
if(famtype.NAOK=="momguard" or
famtype.NAOK=="dadguard", 'What is the highest level
of formal education obtained by your GUARDIAN?',
if(famtype.NAOK=="twomoms", 'What is the highest
level of formal education obtained by your OTHER
MOTHER?', if(famtype.NAOK=="twodads", 'What is the
highest level of formal education obtained by your
OTHER FATHER?', 'What is the highest level of formal
education obtained by your OTHER GUARDIAN?')))))}
Please choose only one of the following:

Junior high/Middle school or less
Some high school
High school graduate
Postsecondary school other than college
Some college
College degree
Some graduate school
Graduate degree
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[]{if(famtype.NAOK == "momdad" or famtype.NAOK
== "guarddad", 'Does your FATHER consider
himself...?', if(famtype.NAOK == "dadmom" or
famtype.NAOK == "guardmom", 'Does your MOTHER
consider herself...?', if(famtype.NAOK=="momguard" or
famtype.NAOK=="dadguard", 'Does your GUARDIAN
consider him/herself...?', if(famtype.NAOK ==
"twomoms", 'Does your OTHER MOTHER consider
herself...', if(famtype.NAOK == "twodads", 'Does your
OTHER FATHER consider himself...?', 'Does your OTHER
GUARDIAN consider him/herself...?')))))}
Please choose only one of the following:

Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)
Jewish
Muslim
Buddhist
Hindu
Unitarian Universalist
Atheist
Agnostic
Nothing in particular
Something else. Please explain:

[]{if(famtype.NAOK=="momdad" or
famtype.NAOK=="guarddad", 'Thinking about your
FATHER'S PARENTS, were either of them Jewish?',
if(famtype.NAOK=="dadmom" or
famtype.NAOK=="guardmom", 'Thinking about your
MOTHER'S PARENTS, were either of them Jewish?',
if(famtype.NAOK=="momguard" or
famtype.NAOK=="dadguard", 'Thinking about your
GUARDIAN'S PARENTS, were either fo them Jewish?',
if(famtype.NAOK=="twomoms", 'Thinking about your
OTHER MOTHER'S PARENTS, were either of them
Jewish?', if(famtype.NAOK=="twodads", 'Thinking
about your OTHER FATHER'S PARENTS, were either of
them Jewish?', 'Thinking about your OTHER
GUARDIAN'S PARENTS, were either of them
Jewish?')))))}
Please choose only one of the following:

Mother only
Father only
Both mother and father
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Neither mother nor father
It's complicated. Please explain:

[]Thinking about when you were a child, in what
religion were you primarily raised, if any?
Please choose only one of the following:

Christian - click for more options
Jewish
Muslim
Buddhist
Hindu
Unitarian Universalist
Atheist
Agnostic
Nothing in particular
More than one religion
Something else. Please specify:

[]In what religions were you raised?
Check all that apply.

Please choose all that apply:

Christian - click for more options
Jewish
Muslim
Buddhist
Hindu
Unitarian Universalist
Atheist
Agnostic
Something else. Please specify:

[]Were you raised...?
Please choose only one of the following:

Baptist
Christian Reformed
Church of Christ, or Disciples of Christ (Christian Church)
Church of God
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints (LDS/Mormon)
Congregational or United Church of Christ
Episcopalian or Anglican
Greek or Russian Orthodox
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Holiness (Nazarenes, Wesleyan Church)
Jehovah’s Witness
Lutheran
Methodist
Pentecostal (Assemblies of God, Four-Square Gospel)
Presbyterian
Roman Catholic
Seventh-day Adventist
Nondenominational or Independent Church
None in particular
Other Christian. Please specify:

[]ASIDE from religion, were you raised Jewish or
partially Jewish?
Please choose only one of the following:

Yes
Yes, partially Jewish
No

[]{if((relraised.NAOK=="2" or
relraisedoth_jew.NAOK=="Y" or
raisedjewaside.NAOK=="1" or
raisedjewaside.NAOK=="2"), 1, 0)}
[]Thinking about your Jewish upbringing were you
raised...
Please choose only one of the following:

Reform
Reconstructionist
Conservative
Orthodox
Secular/Culturally Jewish
Just Jewish
Other. Please specify:

Religion and Ethnicity
[]The next questions are about your ethnicity and
current religion.
[]Do you describe yourself as...?
Check all that apply.
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Please choose all that apply:

American Indian/Alaskan Native
Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander
Arab
Black/African American
East Asian (e.g., Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Taiwanese)
South Asian (e.g., Indian, Pakistani, Nepalese, Sri Lankan)
Southeast Asian (e.g., Cambodian, Vietnamese, Hmong, Filipino)
Other Asian
White/Caucasian
Other:

[]Are you...?

Check all that apply.
Please choose all that apply:

Mexican American/Chicano/a
Puerto Rican
Other Latino/a
None of the above

[]What is your CURRENT religion, if any?
Please choose only one of the following:

Christian - click for more options
Jewish
Muslim
Buddhist
Hindu
Unitarian Universalist
Atheist
Agnostic
Nothing in particular
More than one religion
Something else. Please specify:

[]With what religions do you identify?
Check all that apply.

Please choose all that apply:

Christian - click for more options
Jewish
Muslim
Buddhist
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Hindu
Unitarian Universalist
Atheist
Agnostic
Something else. Please specify:

[]Are you...?
Please choose only one of the following:

Baptist
Christian Reformed
Church of Christ, or Disciples of Christ (Christian Church)
Church of God
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints (LDS/Mormon)
Congregational or United Church of Christ
Episcopalian or Anglican
Greek or Russian Orthodox
Holiness (Nazarenes, Wesleyan Church)
Jehovah’s Witness
Lutheran
Methodist
Pentecostal (Assemblies of God, Four-Square Gospel)
Presbyterian
Roman Catholic
Seventh-day Adventist
Nondenominational or Independent Church
Christian - nothing in particular
Other Christian. Please specify:

[]Do you CURRENTLY consider yourself to be a/n...?
Check all that apply.

Please choose all that apply:

Born again Christian
Charismatic
Evangelical
Fundamentalist
None of the above

[]Are you...?
Please choose only one of the following:

Shi’a
Sunni
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Other

[]ASIDE from religion, do you CURRENTLY consider
yourself Jewish or partially Jewish?
Please choose only one of the following:

Yes
Yes, partially Jewish
No

[]{if((relnow.NAOK == "2" or relother_jew.NAOK ==
"Y" or jewaside.NAOK == "1" or jewaside.NAOK ==
"2"), 1, 0)}
[]Do you consider yourself to be...?
Please choose only one of the following:

Reform
Reconstructionist
Conservative
Orthodox
Secular/culturally Jewish
Just Jewish
Other. Please specify:

[]So that we understand correctly, could you please
explain in what way you consider yourself to be Jewish?
Please write your answer here:

Religion 2
[]How important is your religion in your life today?
Please choose only one of the following:

Not at all
A little
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Somewhat
Very much

[]How important is spirituality in your life today?
Please choose only one of the following:

Not at all
A little
Somewhat
Very much

[]How important is being Jewish in your life today?
Please choose only one of the following:

Not at all
A little
Somewhat
Very much

[]To you personally, to what extent is being Jewish a
matter of...?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Not at all

A little

Somewhat

Very much

Culture
Ethnicity
Religion
Heritage
Community
Belonging to a people
Caring about Israel

Religious Activities
[]In the PAST 12 MONTHS, did you do anything to
celebrate/observe any of the following holidays?
Check all that apply.

Please choose all that apply:

Christmas
Easter
Kwanzaa
Hanukkah
Passover
Purim
Rosh Hashanah
Shabbat
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Yom Kippur
Eid al-Adha
Ramadan
Diwali
Holi
Vesak
None of the above

[]In the PAST 12 MONTHS, did you do anything to
celebrate/observe any of the following holidays?
Check all that apply.

Please choose all that apply:

Christmas
Easter
Kwanzaa
Passover
Hanukkah
Shabbat
Eid al-Adha
Ramadan
Diwali
Holi
Vesak
None of the above

[]In the PAST 12 MONTHS, how often, if at all, did you
attend religious services?
Please choose only one of the following:

Never
Rarely
A few times a year
1-2 times a month
Once a week
More than once a week

[]Since coming to UMich, how involved have you been
in...?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Not at
all

A little

Somewhat

Very
much

Campus Christian groups/organizations (e.g.,
Campus Chapel, Catholic Campus
Community)
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Not at
all

A little

Somewhat

Very
much

Campus Jewish groups/organizations (e.g.,
Chabad, Hillel)
Campus Muslim groups/organizations (e.g.,
Muslim Students' Association, The Muslim
Coalition)
Interfaith groups/organizations (e.g., MuJew)
Other religious groups/organizations

[]What was that other religious group/organization?
Please write your answer here:

[]Since coming to UMich, have you had a conversation
with a UMich chaplain/clergy person of your religion?
Please choose only one of the following:

Never
Once
More than once
There is no chaplain/clergy person for my religion here

[]Since coming to UMich, have you had a conversation
with a...?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Never

Once

More than once

Hillel staff person
Hillel rabbi
Chabad rabbi

[]Since coming to UMich, have you taken any course(s)
specifically focusing on...?
Check all that apply.

Please choose all that apply:

Afroamerican and African Studies
Arab and Muslim American studies
Arabic language
Asian studies
Hebrew language
Islamic studies
Israel
Jewish studies
Latina/Latino studies
The Middle East
None of the above
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Politics
[]This section asks about your views.
[]In terms of political views, people often classify
themselves as "liberal" or "conservative." Where would
you place yourself on this scale?
Please choose only one of the following:

Extremely liberal
Liberal
Slightly liberal
Moderate
Slightly conservative
Conservative
Extremely conservative

[]Since September 2016, have you done any of the
following?
Check all that apply.

Please choose all that apply:

Participated in a rally or demonstration
Signed a petition
Called, written, or visited an elected official
Voted in the 2016 presidential election
Boycotted a company or brand
Donated money to a political organization or candidate
Attended a meeting of any level of government
Submitted a letter to the editor or opinion piece to a media publication
Posted/shared political content on social media
Participated in activism/volunteering regarding Flint, MI
None of the above

[]We'd like to get your feelings toward elected officials
in the U.S. and other groups of people currently in the
news using a "feeling thermometer."
A rating of zero degrees means you feel as cold and
negative as possible. A rating of 100 degrees means
you feel as warm and positive as possible. A rating of
50 degrees means you don't feel particularly positive or
negative.
Please write your answer(s) here:

President Donald Trump
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Republicans in Congress

Democrats in Congress

Israelis

Palestinians

Russians

Mexicans

Canadians

[]At UMich, when talking with your peers, how
comfortable do you feel expressing your thoughts
about...?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Not at all

A little

Somewhat

Very much

Race relations in America
The Israeli-Palestinian
conflict
Sexual assault on campus
Climate change
Immigration policy
The actions of the United
States presidential
administration

[]What is the primary reason you don't feel completely
comfortable discussing RACE RELATIONS in America
with your peers?
Please choose only one of the following:

I don't know much about this topic
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I have no opinion
I have a minority opinion
The discourse about this topic feels hostile to me
I don't feel like I have a part in this conversation
Other reason. Please explain:

[]What is the primary reason you don't feel completely
comfortable discussing the ISRAELI-PALESTINIAN
CONFLICT with your peers?
Please choose only one of the following:

I don't know much about this topic
I have no opinion
I have a minority opinion
The discourse about this topic feels hostile to me
I don't feel like I have a part in this conversation
Other reason. Please explain:

[]What is the primary reason you don't feel completely
comfortable discussing SEXUAL ASSAULT on campus
with your peers?
Please choose only one of the following:

I don't know much about this topic
I have no opinion
I have a minority opinion
The discourse about this topic feels hostile to me
I don't feel like I have a part in this conversation
Other reason. Please explain:

[]What is the primary reason you don't feel completely
comfortable discussing CLIMATE CHANGE with your
peers?
Please choose only one of the following:

I don't know much about this topic
I have no opinion
I have a minority opinion
The discourse about this topic feels hostile to me
I don't feel like I have a part in this conversation
Other reason. Please explain:

[]What is the primary reason you don't feel completely
comfortable discussing IMMIGRATION POLICY with your
peers?
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Please choose only one of the following:

I don't know much about this topic
I have no opinion
I have a minority opinion
The discourse about this topic feels hostile to me
I don't feel like I have a part in this conversation
Other reason. Please explain:

[]What is the primary reason you don't feel completely
comfortable discussing THE ACTIONS OF THE UNITED
STATES PRESIDENTIAL ADMINISTRATION with your
peers?
Please choose only one of the following:

I don't know much about this topic
I have no opinion
I have a minority opinion
The discourse about this topic feels hostile to me
I don't feel like I have a part in this conversation
Other reason. Please explain:

Hot Button
[]In your opinion, what are the three most pressing
issues at UMich right now?
Please write your answer(s) here:

1.

2.

3.

Discrimination
[]Since coming to UMich, have you PERSONALLY
experienced any of the following on campus BECAUSE
of your RACIAL/ETHNIC IDENTITY, your RELIGION,
your GENDER or SEXUAL ORIENTATION, or for ANY
OTHER REASON?
Check all that apply.
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No

Race/
ethnicity

Religion

Gender

Sexual
orientation

For
any
other
reason

Insult or harassment on
social media
Insult or harassment in
person
Physical attack
Having your views or
concerns dismissed or
ignored by an instructor
Being asked in class to
offer the perspective of
your identity group
Hostile reactions from
students to your
contribution to classroom
discussion
Being excluded from
participating in a group
project
Being the object of jokes
or teasing
Having your concerns
dismissed or ignored by
campus administration
Feeling unwelcome in a
campus organization

[]Please describe the incident(s).
Please write your answer here:

[]What were the reasons (other than race/ethnicity,
religion, gender, or sexual orientation) for these
experiences?
Please write your answer here:
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[]Did any of these incidents occur this semester?
Please choose only one of the following:

No
Yes

[]Since coming the UMich, have you done any of the
following because of these incidents?

Check all that apply.

Please choose all that apply:

Avoided or changed a major
Avoided or dropped a course
Avoided or dropped out of a campus organization
Felt unsafe in your residence
Asked for change of residence or roommate
Felt unsafe on campus
None of the above

Opinions
[]To what extent do you agree or disagree with the
following statements?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Somewhat
agree

Agree

Strongly
agree

Don't
know

Universities
should
mandate
racial and
cultural
sensitivity
training for
students,
staff, and
faculty
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Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Somewhat
agree

Agree

Strongly
agree

Don't
know

Universities
should have
a zero
tolerance
policy
against
hazing for all
campus
organizations
Affirmative
action
programs are
needed to
increase the
number of
minority
students on
campuses
Universities
should pay
all of their
employees a
living wage
Universities'
endowment
funds should
not be
invested in
the fossil fuel
industry
Universities
should
boycott
Israeli
academic
institutions
and scholars
Universities
should
declare
sanctuary
campus
status to
protect their
immigrant
students,
scholars, and
staff
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Friends
[]Below we'll ask about your friends at UMich.
[]Since coming to UMich, how many of your CLOSE
FRIENDS have been...?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

None

Some

About
half

Most

All

Don't
know

Asian
Black/African American
Latino/a
White/Caucasian
International students
LGBTQ
Christian
Jewish
Muslim

Islamophobia
[]Now we will ask you some questions about your
experiences at UMich.
[]How often, if at all, do you feel that people at UMich
accuse or blame you for anything done by Islamic
extremist terrorists BECAUSE you are Muslim?
Please choose only one of the following:

Never
Occasionally
Frequently
All the time

[]Since coming to UMich, have you ever felt unsafe as a
Muslim on campus?
Please choose only one of the following:

No
Yes

Antisemitism
[]Now we will ask you some questions about your
experiences at UMich.
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[]Since coming to UMich, have you heard any of the
following on campus by students, professors, or UMich
administration?
Check all that apply.

No

By
students

By
professors

By UMich
administration

Hostile remarks toward
Israel
Hostile remarks toward
Jews

[]In your opinion, would you consider a person to be
antisemitic if he or she...?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

No,
definitely
not

No,
probably
not

Yes,
probably

Yes,
definitely

Criticizes Israel
Does not consider Jews living in America to
be American
Opposes Israel's existence as a Jewish
state
Minimizes the specific intent of the
targeting of Jews during the Holocaust

[]Since coming to UMich, how often, if at all, have you
PERSONALLY heard anyone on campus suggest that...?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Never

Occasionally

Frequently

All
the
time

Jews have too much power in America
Jews exploit Holocaust victimhood
The Holocaust is a myth or has been
exaggerated
Israelis behave "like Nazis" towards the
Palestinians
Jews are not capable of integrating into
American society
Jews are greedy
Jewish women are JAPS
Judaism is a form of white supremacy
The interests of Jews in America are very
different from the interests of other
Americans
Jews are more loyal to Israel than they
are to America

[]Since coming to UMich, have you ever PERSONALLY
seen graffiti, posters or fliers that included Nazi imagery
(e.g., swastikas) or antisemitic slogans on campus?
Please choose only one of the following:
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Never
Occasionally
Frequently
All the time

[]How often, if at all, do you feel that people at UMich
accuse or blame you for anything done by the Israeli
government BECAUSE you are Jewish?
Please choose only one of the following:

Never
Occasionally
Frequently
All the time

[]Did any of these anti-Jewish and/or anti-Israel
incidents you indicated above happen this semester?
Please choose only one of the following:

No
Yes

Israel
[]The next few questions are about your thoughts on
Israel.
[]To what extent do you feel a connection to Israel?
Please choose only one of the following:

Not at all
A little
Somewhat
Very much

[]As part of a permanent settlement with the
Palestinians, should Israel be willing to...?
Please choose only one of the following:

Dismantle all of the Jewish settlements in the West Bank
Dismantle some of the Jewish settlements in the West Bank
Dismantle none of the Jewish settlements in the West Bank
Don't know

[]When talking with your peers at UMich...
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:
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Not at
all

A little

Somewhat

Very
much

How confident do you feel in your ability to
give a good explanation of the current
situation in Israel?
Does the discourse on the IsraeliPalestinian conflict feel hostile to you?

[]Over the course of your life, how many times have
you been to Israel?
Please choose only one of the following:

Never
Once
Twice
Three times or more
I have lived there

[]{if(isrnum.NAOK=="4", 'In addition to living in Israel,
h', 'H')}ave you been to Israel...?
Check all that apply.

Please choose all that apply:

On a Birthright Israel trip
On another organized peer trip during college
On an organized peer trip during high school
For a semester or year abroad program
For an alternative break service program
On a trip with your family
On a work or business trip
On a vacation
Other. Please describe::

[]Have you ever applied to go on a Birthright Israel
trip?
Please choose only one of the following:

No
Yes

[]What is the MAIN reason you did not go on a
Birthright Israel trip in previous seasons?
Please choose only one of the following:

I was not offered a trip
There was no trip available on the dates I wanted to travel
I couldn't go on the same trip as family/friends
I had work/school obligations
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I had an internship
I had personal/family obligations
I couldn't afford other trip expenses and/or the deposit
I had safety concerns
My parents thought it wasn't safe to go
Other

[]What is the MAIN reason you have not applied to go
on a Birthright Israel trip?
Please choose only one of the following:

I was not yet 18
I don't think I am eligible for the trip
I had conflicting work/school obligations
I had conflicting personal/family obligations
I can't afford other trip expenses and/or the deposit
I am concerned the trip is politically one-sided
I feel Israel is not safe
I want to be older when I go
I don't want to travel to Israel
Another reason:

[]Are you planning to apply {if(briapply.NAOK=="1",
'again', '')} to go on a Birthright Israel trip?
Please choose only one of the following:

Yes, before I graduate
Yes, after I graduate
No
Not sure

More about Michigan
[]To what extent do you agree or disagree with the
following statements about UMich?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Somewhat
agree

Agree

Strongly
agree

Sexual assault
and harassment
are taken
seriously

https://cmjssurvey.com/index.php?r=admin/printablesurvey/sa/index/surveyid/975865
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Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Somewhat
agree

Agree

Strongly
agree

There is a
hostile
environment
toward people
of color
The concerns of
minority groups
are taken
seriously
Ethnic groups
stick with their
own
There is a
hostile
environment
toward Israel
There is a lot of
political activism
There is a
hostile
environment
toward Jews
There is a
hostile
environment
toward Muslims
There is
tolerance
toward all
religious groups
There is a
hostile
environemnt
toward women
There is a
welcoming
environment
toward
immigrants

More About Michigan 2
[]To what extent do you agree or disagree with the
following statements about UMich?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

https://cmjssurvey.com/index.php?r=admin/printablesurvey/sa/index/surveyid/975865
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Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Somewhat
agree

Agree

Strongly
agree

There is a lot of
hateful/offensive
speech on
campus
Unpopular
opinions can be
expressed freely
Professors
make excessive
use of "trigger
warnings"
Socio-economic
status plays a
big role in
campus social
life
Michigan faculty
are committed
to nurturing their
students
Students often
feel lonely

[]At UMich, overall, to what extent do you feel...?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Not at all

A little

Somewhat

Very much

Comfortable
Safe
That you belong

Final Thoughts
[]To conclude, is there anything else you would like to
add about your experiences at UMich?
Please write your answer here:

https://cmjssurvey.com/index.php?r=admin/printablesurvey/sa/index/surveyid/975865
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04-20-2017 – 12:24
Submit your survey.
Thank you for completing this survey.

https://cmjssurvey.com/index.php?r=admin/printablesurvey/sa/index/surveyid/975865
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The Steinhardt Social Research Institute (SSRI), hosted at CMJS, uses innovative research
methods to collect and analyze socio-demographic data on the Jewish community.
The Cohen Center for Modern Jewish Studies at Brandeis University is a multi-disciplinary
research institute dedicated to the study of American Jewry and issues related to contemporary
Jewish life.

Brandeis University

